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(54) DATA COMMUNICATION SYSTEM AND METHOD

(57) This application provides a data communica-
tions system and method. The system includes a first
chassis and a second chassis. The first chassis includes
a first high-performance switching module and a first
low-performance switching module. The second chassis
includes a second high-performance switching module
and a second low-performance switching module. The
first high-performance switching module is connected to
the second low-performance switching module. The first
low-performance switching module is connected to the
second high-performance switching module. The first
high-performance switching module is configured to con-

nect to a third low-performance switching module in a
third chassis that is to be added to the communications
system. The second high-performance switching module
is configured to connect to a fourth low-performance
switching module in the third chassis that is to be added
to the communications system. Removal of a central
switching chassis reduces a footprint of the data com-
munications system and lowers power consumption and
costs. During capacity expansion, there is no need to
change cables between deployed chassis. Therefore,
the capacity expansion is convenient, and smooth ca-
pacity expansion is implemented.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] This application relates to communications technologies, and in particular, to a data communications system
and method.

BACKGROUND

[0002] Development of communications technologies has resulted in application and development of a multi-chassis
cluster data communications device system. The multi-chassis cluster data communications device system includes a
plurality of data communications chassis that are connected to implement internal and external data exchange tasks
between data communications chassis.
[0003] A central switching chassis needs to be disposed and connected to each data communications chassis in the
multi-chassis cluster data communications device system, so that each data communications chassis completes a data
exchange task between chassis by using the central switching chassis. Specifically, m data switching modules are
deployed in each data communications chassis, and m central switching modules are deployed in the central switching
chassis, where m is a positive integer. Each data switching module in the data communications chassis is connected
to one central switching module in a one-to-one correspondence, so that the data communications chassis completes
the data exchange task between the chassis by using a data switching module and a central switching module corre-
sponding to the data switching module.
[0004] However, a manner of deploying the central switching chassis in the multi-chassis cluster data communications
device system needs to occupy a footprint. Further, the multi-chassis cluster data communications device system needs
to occupy a comparatively large equipment room area, which is inconvenient for deployment of the multi-chassis cluster
data communications device system. In addition, when the central switching chassis is deployed, hardware devices
such as a power supply unit, a heat dissipation unit, and a control unit need to be configured for the central switching
chassis. These hardware devices need to consume a large amount of power consumption. As a result, costs are increased.

SUMMARY

[0005] This application provides a data communications system and method, to resolve a problem that a multi-chassis
cluster data communications device system with a central switching chassis occupies a large footprint, consumes a
large amount of power consumption, and has comparatively high costs.
[0006] A first aspect of this application provides a data communications system, including a first chassis and a second
chassis, where
the first chassis includes a first high-performance switching module and a first low-performance switching module;
the second chassis includes a second high-performance switching module and a second low-performance switching
module;
the first high-performance switching module is connected to the second low-performance switching module, and the first
low-performance switching module is connected to the second high-performance switching module; and
the first high-performance switching module is configured to connect to a third low-performance switching module in a
third chassis that is to be added to the communications system, and the second high-performance switching module is
configured to connect to a fourth low-performance switching module in the third chassis that is to be added to the
communications system. Therefore, a central switching chassis is removed, and only a type-A service chassis and a
type-B service chassis are deployed. The type-A service chassis is a service chassis that includes a high-performance
switching module. The type-B service chassis is a service chassis that does not include a high-performance switching
module but includes only a low-performance switching module. Therefore, a footprint of the data communications system
is reduced. In addition, because the central switching chassis is removed, there is no need to add an auxiliary hardware
device, and power consumption and costs are reduced. A structure of the data communications system provided in the
first aspect has a feature of smooth expansion. During capacity expansion of the data communications system including
the first chassis and the second chassis, the third chassis that is to be added to the system can be separately connected
to the first chassis and the second chassis without changing cables and interfaces between the first chassis and the
second chassis. This facilitates the capacity expansion, so that a back-to-back cluster system may be smoothly expanded
to a multi-chassis cluster data communications system in this embodiment.
[0007] With reference to the first aspect, in a first implementation of the first aspect, the data communications system
further includes a fourth chassis, and the fourth chassis includes a fifth low-performance switching module and a sixth
low-performance switching module, and
the first high-performance switching module is connected to the fifth low-performance switching module, and the second
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high-performance switching module is connected to the sixth low-performance switching module. Therefore, during
capacity expansion of the data communications system including the first chassis, the second chassis, and the fourth
chassis, the third chassis that is to be added to the system can be separately connected to the first chassis and the
second chassis without changing cables and interfaces between the first chassis, the second chassis, and the fourth
chassis. This facilitates the capacity expansion, so that the back-to-back cluster system may be smoothly expanded to
the multi-chassis cluster data communications system in this embodiment.
[0008] With reference to the first aspect, in a second implementation of the first aspect, the data communications
system further includes a fifth chassis, the fifth chassis includes a third high-performance switching module, a seventh
low-performance switching module, and an eighth low-performance switching module, the first chassis further includes
a ninth low-performance switching module, and the second chassis further includes a tenth low-performance switching
module,
the third high-performance switching module is connected to the ninth low-performance switching module and the tenth
low-performance switching module, the first high-performance switching module is connected to the seventh low-per-
formance switching module, and the second high-performance switching module is connected to the eighth low-per-
formance switching module, and
the third high-performance switching module is configured to connect to an eleventh low-performance switching module
in the third chassis that is to be added to the communications system. Therefore, during capacity expansion of the data
communications system including a plurality of type-A service chassis, a type-B service chassis that is to be added to
the system can be separately connected to the type-A service chassis without changing cables and interfaces between
the type-A service chassis. This facilitates the capacity expansion, and implements the smooth capacity expansion.
[0009] With reference to the second implementation of the first aspect, in a third implementation of the first aspect,
the data communications system further includes a sixth chassis, and the sixth chassis includes a twelfth low-performance
switching module, a thirteenth low-performance switching module, and a fourteenth low-performance switching module,
and
the twelfth low-performance switching module is connected to the first high-performance switching module, the thirteenth
low-performance switching module is connected to the second high-performance switching module, and the fourteenth
low-performance switching module is connected to the third high-performance switching module. Therefore, during
capacity expansion of the data communications system including the plurality of type-A service chassis, and at least
one type-B service chassis, a type-B service chassis that is to be added to the system can be separately connected to
the type-A service chassis without changing cables and interfaces between the type-A service chassis, or cables and
interfaces between the deployed type-B service chassis and the type-A service chassis. This facilitates the capacity
expansion, and implements the smooth capacity expansion.
[0010] With reference to any one of the first aspect or implementations of the first aspect, in a fourth implementation
of the first aspect, the first chassis further includes a first service forwarding module and a second service forwarding
module, the first service forwarding module and the second service forwarding module are configured to communicate
with a device outside the data communications system, and the first low-performance switching module is configured to:

send data received from the first service forwarding module to the second high-performance switching module; and
send data received from the second high-performance switching module to the second service forwarding module.
Therefore, a service forwarding module is disposed in the first chassis, and in other words, the service forwarding
module is disposed in each type-A service chassis, so that a chassis in the data communications system may
communicate with another device outside the data communications system by using the service forwarding module.
In addition, each type-A service chassis may complete data exchange between the chassis in the data communi-
cations system by using the service forwarding module, a low-performance switching module in a current type-A
service chassis, and a high-performance switching module in another type-A service chassis.

[0011] With reference to any one of the first aspect or implementations of the first aspect, in a fifth implementation of
the first aspect, the first chassis further includes a third service forwarding module and a fourth service forwarding module,
the third service forwarding module and the fourth service forwarding module are configured to communicate with the
device outside the data communications system, and the first high-performance switching module is configured to:

send data received from the third service forwarding module to the second low-performance switching module; and
send data received from the second low-performance switching module to the fourth service forwarding module.
Therefore, a plurality of service forwarding modules are disposed in the first chassis, and in other words, the plurality
of service forwarding modules are disposed in each type-A service chassis, so that the chassis in the data commu-
nications system may communicate with the another device outside the data communications system by using the
service forwarding module. In addition, each type-A service chassis may complete the data exchange between the
chassis in the data communications system by using the service forwarding module, a high-performance switching
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module in a current type-A service chassis, and a low-performance switching module in another type-A service
chassis.

[0012] With reference to the first aspect, in a sixth implementation of the first aspect, the first high-performance switching
module is configured to:

after the third chassis is added to the communications system, send data received from the third low-performance
switching module to the second low-performance switching module; and
after the third chassis is added to the communications system, send data received from the second low-performance
switching module to the third low-performance switching module. Therefore, when the data communications system
includes two type-A service chassis and one type-B service chassis, data may be sent and received between each
type-A service chassis and the type-B service chassis by using a low-performance switching module in the type-B
service chassis. Each type-A service chassis may send data of the type-B service chassis to another type-A service
chassis. Each type-A service chassis may send data of the another type-A service chassis to the type-B service
chassis. Therefore, the data is exchanged between chassis in the data communications system.

[0013] With reference to the first implementation of the first aspect, in a seventh implementation of the first aspect,
the first high-performance switching module is configured to:

send data received from the fifth low-performance switching module to the second low-performance switching
module; and
send data received from the second low-performance switching module to the fifth low-performance switching
module. Therefore, when the data communications system includes at least one type-A service chassis and at least
one type-B service chassis, data may be sent and received between the type-A service chassis and the type-B
service chassis by using a low-performance switching module in the type-B service chassis. Each type-A service
chassis may send data of the type-B service chassis to another type-A service chassis. Each type-A service chassis
may send data of the another type-A service chassis to the type-B service chassis. Therefore, the data is exchanged
between chassis in the data communications system. When more type-B service chassis are added to the data
communications system, the foregoing data exchange process can still be implemented.

[0014] With reference to the second implementation of the first aspect, in an eighth implementation of the first aspect,
the first high-performance switching module is configured to:

send data received from the second low-performance switching module to the seventh low-performance switching
module;
send data received from the seventh low-performance switching module to the second low-performance switching
module;
after the third chassis is added to the communications system, send data received from the third low-performance
switching module to one of the second low-performance switching module and the seventh low-performance switch-
ing module; and
after the third chassis is added to the communications system, send data received from the one of the second low-
performance switching module and the seventh low-performance switching module to the third low-performance
switching module. Therefore, for the data communications system including the plurality of type-A service chassis,
during capacity expansion of the data communications system including the type-A service chassis, the type-B
service chassis that is to be added to the data communications system can be separately connected to the type-A
service chassis without changing the cables and interfaces between the type-A service chassis. This facilitates the
capacity expansion, and implements the smooth capacity expansion. In addition, data communication in the data
communications system is implemented between various service chassis and the type-B service chassis by using
a high-performance switching module, and a low-performance switching module.

[0015] With reference to the third implementation of the first aspect, in a ninth implementation of the first aspect, the
first high-performance switching module is configured to:

send data received from the twelfth low-performance switching module to one of the second low-performance
switching module and the seventh low-performance switching module; and
send data received from the one of the second low-performance switching module and the seventh low-performance
switching module to the twelfth low-performance switching module. Therefore, during capacity expansion of the
data communications system including the plurality of type-A service chassis, and the at least one type-B service
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chassis, the type-B service chassis that is to be added to the system can be separately connected to the type-A
service chassis without changing the cables and interfaces between the type-A service chassis, or the cables and
the interfaces between the deployed type-B service chassis and the type-A service chassis. This facilitates the
capacity expansion, and implements the smooth capacity expansion. In addition, the type-A service chassis and
the type-B service chassis each have a service forwarding module, so that the chassis in the data communications
system may communicate with the another device outside the data communications system by using the service
forwarding module. The type-A service chassis and the type-B service chassis each complete the data communi-
cation in the data communications system by using a high-performance switching module, and a low-performance
switching module.

[0016] A second aspect of this application provides a data communications system, including a first chassis and a
second chassis, where
the first chassis includes a first high-performance switching module, a first service forwarding module, and a second
service forwarding module, and the first service forwarding module and the second service forwarding module are
configured to communicate with a device outside the data communications system;
the second chassis includes a first low-performance switching module;
the first high-performance switching module is connected to the first low-performance switching module;
the first high-performance switching module is configured to send data received from the first service forwarding module
to the first low-performance switching module, and send data received from the first low-performance switching module
to the second service forwarding module; and
the first high-performance switching module is further configured to connect to a second low-performance switching
module in a third chassis that is to be added to the communications system. Therefore, a central switching chassis is
removed, and only a type-C service chassis and at least one type-D service chassis are deployed. The type-C service
chassis is a service chassis that includes only a high-performance switching module. The type-D service chassis is a
service chassis that includes only a low-performance switching module. Therefore, a footprint of the data communications
system is reduced. In addition, because the central switching chassis is removed, there is no need to add an auxiliary
hardware device, and power consumption and costs are reduced. A structure of the data communications system
provided in the second aspect has a feature of being capable of smooth expansion. During capacity expansion of the
data communications system including the first chassis and the second chassis, the third chassis that is to be added to
the system can be separately connected to the first chassis without changing cables and interfaces between the first
chassis and the second chassis. This facilitates the capacity expansion, so that a back-to-back cluster system may be
smoothly expanded to a multi-chassis cluster data communications system in this embodiment.
[0017] With reference to the second aspect, in a first implementation of the second aspect, the first high-performance
switching module is further configured to:

after the third chassis is added to the communications system, send data received from the second low-performance
switching module to one of the first low-performance switching module, the first service forwarding module, and the
second service forwarding module; and
after the third chassis is added to the communications system, send data received from the one of the first low-
performance switching module, the first service forwarding module, and the second service forwarding module to
the second low-performance switching module. Therefore, when more type-D service chassis are to be added to
the data communications system provided in the second aspect, the type-D service chassis that is to be added is
connected to the type-C service chassis. There is no need to change services on both the deployed type-C service
chassis and the deployed type-D service chassis, or inter-chassis connections between the deployed type-C service
chassis and the deployed type-D service chassis. This implements the smooth capacity expansion. In addition, the
type-C service chassis may receive, by using a high-performance switching module, data sent by the type-D service
chassis, and then store the data in a current type-C service chassis, or send the data to another type-D service
chassis. The type-C service chassis may further send data of the type-C service chassis to the type-D service
chassis, so as to implement data communication between chassis in the data communications system.

[0018] A third aspect of this application provides a data communications method applied to a data communications
system. The data communications system includes a first chassis and a second chassis. The first chassis includes a
first high-performance switching module and a first low-performance switching module. The second chassis includes a
second high-performance switching module and a second low-performance switching module. The first high-performance
switching module is connected to the second low-performance switching module. The first low-performance switching
module is connected to the second high-performance switching module. The first high-performance switching module
is configured to connect to a third low-performance switching module in a third chassis that is to be added to the
communications system. The second high-performance switching module is configured to connect to a fourth low-
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performance switching module in the third chassis that is to be added to the communications system. The method includes:

sending, by the first high-performance switching module, data received from the third low-performance switching
module to the second low-performance switching module, and sending, by the first high-performance switching
module, data received from the second low-performance switching module to the third low-performance switching
module; and
sending, by the second high-performance switching module, data received from the fourth low-performance switching
module to the first low-performance switching module, and sending, by the second high-performance switching
module, data received from the first low-performance switching module to the fourth low-performance switching
module.

[0019] With reference to the third aspect, in a first implementation of the third aspect, the data communications system
further includes a fourth chassis, and the fourth chassis includes a fifth low-performance switching module and a sixth
low-performance switching module; and
the first high-performance switching module is connected to the fifth low-performance switching module, and the second
high-performance switching module is connected to the sixth low-performance switching module.
[0020] With reference to the third aspect, in a second implementation of the third aspect, the data communications
system further includes a fifth chassis, the fifth chassis includes a third high-performance switching module, a seventh
low-performance switching module, and an eighth low-performance switching module, the first chassis further includes
a ninth low-performance switching module, and the second chassis further includes a tenth low-performance switching
module,
the third high-performance switching module is connected to the ninth low-performance switching module and the tenth
low-performance switching module, the first high-performance switching module is connected to the seventh low-per-
formance switching module, and the second high-performance switching module is connected to the eighth low-per-
formance switching module, and
the third high-performance switching module is configured to connect to an eleventh low-performance switching module
in the third chassis that is to be added to the communications system, and
the method further includes:
sending, by the third high-performance switching module, data received from the eleventh low-performance switching
module to one of the ninth low-performance switching module and the tenth low-performance switching module, and
sending data received from the one of the ninth low-performance switching module and the tenth low-performance
switching module to the eleventh low-performance switching module.
[0021] With reference to the second implementation of the third aspect, in a third implementation of the third aspect,
the data communications system further includes a sixth chassis, and the sixth chassis includes a twelfth low-performance
switching module, a thirteenth low-performance switching module, and a fourteenth low-performance switching module,
and
the twelfth low-performance switching module is connected to the first high-performance switching module, the thirteenth
low-performance switching module is connected to the second high-performance switching module, and the fourteenth
low-performance switching module is connected to the third high-performance switching module.
[0022] With reference to any one of the third aspect or implementations of the third aspect, in a fourth implementation
of the third aspect, the first chassis further includes a first service forwarding module and a second service forwarding
module, the first service forwarding module and the second service forwarding module are configured to communicate
with a device outside the data communications system, and the method further includes:

sending, by the first low-performance switching module, data received from the first service forwarding module to
the second high-performance switching module; and
sending, by the first low-performance switching module, data received from the second high-performance switching
module to the second service forwarding module.

[0023] With reference to any one of the third aspect or implementations of the third aspect, in a fifth implementation
of the third aspect, the first chassis further includes a third service forwarding module and a fourth service forwarding
module, the third service forwarding module and the fourth service forwarding module are configured to communicate
with the device outside the data communications system, and the method further includes:

sending, by the first high-performance switching module, data received from the third service forwarding module to
the second low-performance switching module; and
sending, by the second low-performance switching module, data received from the second high-performance switch-
ing module to the fourth service forwarding module.
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[0024] With reference to the first implementation of the third aspect, in a sixth implementation of the third aspect, the
method further includes:

sending, by the first high-performance switching module, data received from the fifth low-performance switching
module to the second low-performance switching module; and
sending, by the first high-performance switching module, data received from the second low-performance switching
module to the fifth low-performance switching module.

[0025] With reference to the second implementation of the third aspect, in a seventh implementation of the third aspect,
the method further includes:

sending, by the first high-performance switching module, data received from the second low-performance switching
module to the seventh low-performance switching module;
sending, by the first high-performance switching module, data received from the seventh low-performance switching
module to the second low-performance switching module;
sending, by the first high-performance switching module, data received from the third low-performance switching
module to one of the second low-performance switching module and the seventh low-performance switching module;
and
sending, by the first high-performance switching module, data received from the one of the second low-performance
switching module and the seventh low-performance switching module to the third low-performance switching module.

[0026] With reference to the third implementation of the third aspect, in an eighth implementation of the third aspect,
the method further includes:

sending, by the first high-performance switching module, data received from the twelfth low-performance switching
module to one of the second low-performance switching module and the seventh low-performance switching module;
and
sending, by the first high-performance switching module, data received from the one of the second low-performance
switching module and the seventh low-performance switching module to the twelfth low-performance switching
module.

[0027] A fourth aspect of this application provides a data communications method applied to a data communications
system. The data communications system includes a first chassis and a second chassis. The first chassis includes a
first high-performance switching module, a first service forwarding module, and a second service forwarding module.
The first service forwarding module and the second service forwarding module are configured to communicate with a
device outside the data communications system. The second chassis includes a first low-performance switching module.
The first high-performance switching module is connected to the first low-performance switching module. The first high-
performance switching module is configured to connect to a second low-performance switching module in a third chassis
that is to be added to the communications system. The method includes:

sending, by the first high-performance switching module, data received from the first service forwarding module to
the first low-performance switching module;
sending, by the first high-performance switching module, data received from the first low-performance switching
module to the second service forwarding module;
sending, by the first high-performance switching module, data received from the second low-performance switching
module to one of the first low-performance switching module, the first service forwarding module, and the second
service forwarding module; and
sending, by the first high-performance switching module, data received from the one of the first low-performance
switching module, the first service forwarding module, and the second service forwarding module to the second low-
performance switching module.

[0028] According to a fifth aspect, a data communications system is provided, including units or means (means)
configured to perform steps of any method in the third aspect.
[0029] According to a sixth aspect, a data communications system is provided. Each chassis in the data communications
system includes a processor and a memory. The memory is configured to store a computer program. The processor
invokes the computer program stored in the memory, to perform any method in the third aspect.
[0030] According to a seventh aspect, a data communications system is provided, including at least one processing
element or chip configured to perform any method in the third aspect.
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[0031] According to an eighth aspect, a program is provided. When being executed by a processor, the program is
used to perform any method in the third aspect.
[0032] According to a ninth aspect, a computer-readable storage medium is provided, including the program in the
eighth aspect.
[0033] According to a tenth aspect, a data communications system is provided, including units or means (means)
configured to perform steps of any method in the fourth aspect.
[0034] According to an eleventh aspect, a data communications system is provided. Each chassis in the data com-
munications system includes a processor and a memory. The memory is configured to store a computer program. The
processor invokes the computer program stored in the memory, to perform any method in the fourth aspect.
[0035] According to a twelfth aspect, a data communications system is provided, including at least one processing
element or chip configured to perform any method in the fourth aspect.
[0036] According to a thirteenth aspect, a program is provided. When being executed by a processor, the program is
used to perform any method in the fourth aspect.
[0037] According to a fourteenth aspect, a computer-readable storage medium is provided, including the program in
the thirteenth aspect.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0038]

FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a structure of a large single-chassis data communications device;
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of a structure of a back-to-back cluster system;
FIG. 3A and FIG. 3B are a schematic diagram 1 of a structure of a central switching chassis-based multi-chassis
cluster system;
FIG. 4A and FIG. 4B are a schematic diagram 2 of a structure of a central switching chassis-based multi-chassis
cluster system;
FIG. 5A and FIG. 5B are a schematic diagram 1 of a mesh structure of a switching network multi-chassis cluster
system according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 6A and FIG. 6B are a schematic diagram 2 of a mesh structure of a switching network multi-chassis cluster
system according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of a structure of a data communications system according to an embodiment of this
application;
FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram of a structure of another data communications system according to an embodiment
of this application;
FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram of a structure of still another data communications system according to an embodiment
of this application;
FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram 1 of a structure of a type-A service chassis in still another data communications
system according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram 2 of a structure of a type-A service chassis in still another data communications
system according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 12 is a schematic diagram 1 of a structure of a type-B service chassis in still another data communications
system according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 13 is a schematic diagram 2 of a structure of a type-B service chassis in still another data communications
system according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 14 is a schematic diagram of a structure of a single-chassis system in still another data communications system
according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 15 is a schematic diagram of a structure of a two-chassis back-to-back cluster system in still another data
communications system according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 16 is a schematic diagram of a structure of a three-chassis cluster system in still another data communications
system according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 17 is a schematic diagram of a structure of a four-chassis cluster system in still another data communications
system according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 18 is a schematic diagram of a structure of a multi-chassis cluster system in still another data communications
system according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 19 is a schematic diagram of a structure of yet another data communications system according to an embodiment
of this application;
FIG. 20 is a diagram of a connection relationship of type-A service chassis in yet another data communications
system according to an embodiment of this application;
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FIG. 21 is a schematic diagram of a structure of another data communications system according to an embodiment
of this application;
FIG. 22 is a schematic diagram 1 of a structure of still another data communications system according to an em-
bodiment of this application;
FIG. 23 is a schematic diagram 2 of a structure of still another data communications system according to an em-
bodiment of this application;
FIG. 24 is a schematic diagram 1 of a structure of another data communications system according to an embodiment
of this application;
FIG. 25 is a schematic diagram 1 of a structure of a first chassis in another data communications system according
to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 26 is a schematic diagram 2 of a structure of a first chassis in another data communications system according
to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 27 is a schematic diagram 1 of a structure of a second chassis in another data communications system according
to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 28 is a schematic diagram 2 of a structure of a second chassis in another data communications system according
to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 29 is a schematic diagram 2 of a structure of another data communications system according to an embodiment
of this application;
FIG. 30 is a schematic diagram of a structure of a single-chassis system in another data communications system
according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 31 is a schematic diagram of a structure of a two-chassis back-to-back cluster system in another data com-
munications system according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 32 is a schematic diagram of a structure of a three-chassis cluster system in another data communications
system according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 33 is a schematic diagram of a structure of a multi-chassis cluster system in another data communications
system according to an embodiment of this application;
FIG. 34 shows a data communications method applied to a data communications system according to an embodiment
of this application;
FIG. 35 shows another data communications method applied to a data communications system according to an
embodiment of this application;
FIG. 36 shows another data communications method applied to a data communications system according to an
embodiment of this application;
FIG. 37 is a schematic diagram of a structure of a multi-chassis cluster system in yet another data communications
system according to an embodiment of this application; and
FIG. 38 is a schematic diagram of a structure of a multi-chassis cluster system in still another data communications
system according to an embodiment of this application.

DESCRIPTION OF EMBODIMENTS

[0039] Embodiments of this application are applied to a long term evolution (long term evolution, LTE), a fourth gen-
eration mobile communication technology (the 4th generation mobile communication technology, 4G), a fifth generation
mobile communication technology (the 5th generation mobile communication technology, 5G) communications system,
or another system that may appear in the future. The following explains and describes some terms in this application,
to facilitate understanding by a person skilled in the art. It should be noted that, when solutions of the embodiments of
this application are applied to the 4G system, the 5G system, or the another system that may appear in the future, names
of a network device and a terminal may change, but this does not affect an implementation of the solutions in the
embodiments of this application.
[0040] The following describes the technical solutions of the embodiments in this application with reference to accom-
panying drawings.
[0041] Technical terms in this application are first explained:

1. A large data communications device includes but is not limited to a core Ethernet switch device, a router device,
and an optical transmission device. In a logical architecture, the large data communications device is usually divided
into a data plane for high-speed data forwarding and switching, a control plane for signaling protocol processing,
and a management plane for device running monitoring. The "plane" herein indicates a module, a unit, or the like
in the large data communications device.
2. A chassis (chassis) is a hardware component in a large data communications device, and the chassis may also
be referred to as a service chassis, or a data communications service chassis.
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3. A multi-chassis cluster data communications device system includes at least two chassis, and the multi-chassis
cluster data communications system may also be referred to as a multi-chassis cluster data communications system,
or a multi-chassis cluster system.

[0042] It should be noted that nouns or terms in the embodiments of this application may be mutually referenced.
Details are not described.
[0043] FIG. 1 is a schematic diagram of a structure of a large single-chassis data communications device. As shown
in FIG. 1, the large data communications device includes only one chassis. The chassis may be referred to as a subrack,
and the chassis may be referred to as a single-chassis data communications device, or a single-subrack data commu-
nications device. In the single-chassis data communications device, a data plane of the single-chassis data communi-
cations device usually includes at least one service forwarding module and at least one data switching module. The
service forwarding module herein may also be referred to as a service forwarding board. The data switching module
may also be referred to as a data switching board. The service forwarding module and the data switching module are
evenly interconnected through a high-speed data channel. Each service forwarding module is connected to at least one
external service interface. For example, the large data communications device includes n service forwarding modules
and m data switching modules, where both n and m are positive integers. A data switching module 1 is connected to
each service forwarding module, a data switching module 2 is connected to each service forwarding module, ..., and a
data switching module m is connected to each service forwarding module. In the large single-chassis data communications
device in FIG. 1, the service forwarding module is responsible for sending and receiving data through an external service
interface, performing high-speed forwarding processing on a data packet based on a service requirement, sending data
that needs to be switched to the data switching module, and receiving data from the data switching module. The data
switching module is responsible for data exchange between any service forwarding modules. The data switching modules
usually work in load sharing mode to bear data exchange tasks in the entire chassis. The data switching module usually
is an integrated circuit chip supporting a data exchange function.
[0044] A multi-chassis cluster data communications device system interconnects a plurality of chassis through expan-
sion of the data switching module, to form the multi-chassis cluster system with higher service data forwarding perform-
ance. Total service data forwarding performance of the multi-chassis cluster data communications device system is
usually a sum of data forwarding performance of all chassis. The multi-chassis cluster data communications device
system is presented as one or one set of device externally, and occupies one network node resource in a network instead
of occupying a plurality of network node resources.
[0045] FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram of a structure of a back-to-back cluster system. As shown in FIG. 2, one data
communications system includes two chassis components, and provides a chassis 1 and a chassis 2. Each chassis is
the chassis shown in FIG. 1. Modules inside the chassis and connection manners of the modules are the same as those
in FIG. 1. Data switching modules of each of the two chassis may extend an inter-chassis interconnection interface. The
data switching modules of the two chassis are back-to-back interconnected through the inter-chassis interconnection
interface. The inter-chassis interconnection interface of the chassis is a key component for constructing a multi-chassis
cluster data communications device system, and is configured to provide a bearer channel for inter-chassis data ex-
change. As shown in FIG. 2, a data switching module 1 in the chassis 1 is connected to a data switching module 1 in
the chassis 2 through an inter-chassis interconnection interface. A data switching module 2 in the chassis 1 is connected
to a data switching module 2 in the chassis 2 through an inter-chassis interconnection interface, ..., and a data switching
module m in the chassis 1 is connected to a data switching module m in the chassis 2 through an inter-chassis inter-
connection interface, to form the back-to-back cluster system. A system capacity of the back-to-back cluster system is
twice a system capacity of the device shown in FIG. 1. When the back-to-back cluster system is deployed, the single
chassis as shown in FIG. 1 may be first deployed, and the second chassis may be deployed, to expand a single-chassis
data communications device to the back-to-back cluster system. In the back-to-back cluster system, the chassis can
exchange local data by using a data switching module in the chassis, or forward data between chassis by using a data
switching module. In the back-to-back cluster system, when an interconnection bandwidth between the chassis is greater
than or equal to a maximum service forwarding capability of the chassis, line-rate switching can be implemented between
the two chassis.
[0046] FIG. 3A and FIG. 3B are a schematic diagram 1 of a structure of a central switching chassis-based multi-chassis
cluster system. As shown in FIG. 3A and FIG. 3B, the central switching chassis-based multi-chassis cluster system
includes a plurality of service chassis, and one central switching chassis. Each service chassis is connected to the
central switching chassis. Each service chassis is the chassis shown in FIG. 1. Modules inside the service chassis, and
connection manners of the modules are the same as those in FIG. 1. m data switching modules are deployed in each
service chassis, and m central switching modules are deployed in the central switching chassis, where m is a positive
integer. For each service chassis, each data switching module in one service chassis is connected to one central switching
module in a one-to-one correspondence. The central switching chassis may include one or more devices. The central
switching chassis does not have a service forwarding module. The central switching chassis does not provide a service
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interface. In a physical implementation, each of the foregoing modules may include one or more physical modules. In
the central switching chassis-based multi-chassis cluster system shown in FIG. 3, the service chassis may exchange
local data by using a data switching module in the service chassis, or may exchange remote data by using a central
switching module in the central switching chassis. Data exchange between two different service chassis needs be
completed by using the central switching module in the central switching chassis. Therefore, the service chassis completes
a data exchange task between chassis by using a data switching module, and a central switching module corresponding
to the data switching module. Theoretically, when an inter-chassis interconnection bandwidth between each service
chassis and the central switching chassis is greater than or equal to a maximum service forwarding capability of the
chassis, inter-chassis line-rate switching can be implemented. In the central switching chassis-based multi-chassis
cluster system shown in FIG. 3, the service chassis can be decoupled from each other. It is easy to add a new service
chassis. FIG. 4A and FIG. 4B are a schematic diagram 2 of a structure of a central switching chassis-based multi-chassis
cluster system. As shown in FIG. 4A and FIG. 4B, for each service chassis, each data switching module in one service
chassis is connected to one central switching module in a one-to-one correspondence, to form a full-star cross-connect
plane. When there are m central switching modules in a central switching chassis, the central switching chassis-based
multi-chassis cluster system includes m full-star cross-connect planes in total. Data exchange between service chassis
is completed through the m full-star cross-connect planes. In addition, each full-star cross-connect plane is independent
of each other, and carries all inter-chassis data exchange functions in a load sharing mode. Different service chassis
exchange data by using a central switching module in the central switching chassis. Therefore, each central switching
module carries 1/m data exchange traffic.
[0047] In the central switching chassis-based multi-chassis cluster systems shown in FIG. 3A to FIG. 4B, in addition
to the service chassis, the central switching chassis also needs to be deployed, which needs to occupy a footprint.
Further, the multi-chassis cluster data communications device system needs to occupy a comparatively large equipment
room area, which is inconvenient for deployment of the multi-chassis cluster data communications device system. When
the central switching chassis is deployed, hardware devices such as a power supply unit, a heat dissipation unit, and a
control unit need to be configured for the central switching chassis. These hardware devices consume a large amount
of power consumption. As a result, costs are increased. In addition, when a back-to-back cluster system is expanded
to the central switching chassis-based multi-chassis cluster system, interconnected cables between the service chassis
need to be re-separated and adjusted, to separately connect the cables of the service chassis to central switching
modules in the central switching chassis. Therefore, an expansion operation is very complex.
[0048] FIG. 5A and FIG. 5B are a schematic diagram 1 of a mesh (mesh) structure of a switching network multi-chassis
cluster system according to an embodiment of this application. As shown in FIG. 5, the switching network multi-chassis
cluster system includes a plurality of service chassis. Each service chassis is the chassis shown in FIG. 1. Modules
inside the service chassis, and connection manners of the modules are the same as those in FIG. 1. A data switching
module in each service chassis is connected to a data switching module in another service chassis. The connection
manner is interconnecting the data switching modules in the service chassis in a full mesh manner. The service chassis
may exchange local data by using a data switching module in the chassis. Different service chassis exchange data by
using interconnected data switching modules. In the switching network multi-chassis cluster system, to implement inter-
chassis line-rate switching, a mesh interconnection bandwidth between any two service chassis needs be greater than
or equal to a maximum service forwarding capability of the service chassis. If data exchange between the any two service
chassis can be implemented only by using a data switching module directly connected to the any two service chassis,
an inter-chassis bandwidth of each service chassis needs to be greater than or equal to (x - 1) times the maximum
service forwarding capability of the single service chassis, where x is a total quantity of service chassis in the switching
network multi-chassis cluster system, and x is greater than or equal to 3. If data between the any two service chassis
can be exchanged by using a data switching module directly connected to the any two service chassis, and can be
forwarded by using a data switching module in a third-party service chassis, an inter-chassis bandwidth of each service
chassis can be set to twice the maximum service forwarding capability of the single service chassis. FIG. 6A and FIG.
6B are a schematic diagram 2 of a mesh structure of a switching network multi-chassis cluster system according to an
embodiment of this application. As shown in FIG. 6A and FIG. 6B, a data switching module in each service chassis is
connected to a data switching module in another service chassis. In other words, the data switching module in each
service chassis is evenly cross-connected with each other. Therefore, a mesh cross-connect plane may be formed, to
obtain m mesh cross-connect planes. Data exchange between service chassis is completed through the m mesh cross-
connect planes. Each mesh cross-connect plane is independent of each other and carries an inter-chassis data exchange
function in a load sharing mode.
[0049] However, in the switching network multi-chassis cluster systems shown in FIG. 5A to FIG. 6B, when a new
service chassis needs to be added, interconnected cables between all the service chassis need to be adjusted. Therefore,
an expansion operation is complex. For example, when m = 3, and when a data switching module 1 in a service chassis
1 is connected to a data switching module 1 in a service chassis 2, and a data switching module 1 in a service chassis
3, the data switching module 1 in the service chassis 1 has p cables, where p is a positive integer. The data switching
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module 1 in the service chassis 1 uses p/2 cables to connect to the data switching module 1 in the service chassis 2,
and the data switching module 1 of the service chassis 1 uses another p/2 cables to connect to the data switching module
1 in the service chassis 3. However, when the service chassis is added, namely, when m = 4, and when the data switching
module 1 in the service chassis 1 needs to connect to the data switching module 1 in the service chassis 2, the data
switching module 1 in the service chassis 3, and a data switching module 1 in a service chassis 4, the data switching
module 1 in the service chassis 1 uses p/3 cables to connect to the data switching module 1 in the service chassis 2,
the data switching module 1 in the service chassis 1 uses another p/3 cables to connect to the data switching module
1 in the service chassis 3, and the data switching module 1 in the service chassis 1 uses remaining p/3 cables to connect
to the data switching module 1 in the service chassis 4. It can be learned that cables of the data switching module 1 in
the service chassis 1 need to be re-separated and adjusted, and so on. When the service chassis is added, cables of
each data switching module in all service chassis need to be separated and adjusted. Therefore, the capacity expansion
operation is complex.
[0050] This application provides a data communications system and method, to further resolve the foregoing problem.
[0051] First, in the embodiments of this application, a "first-type chassis" is referred to as a "type-A service chassis"
for short. A "second-type chassis" is referred to as a "type-B service chassis" for short. A "high-performance switching
module" is referred to as an "S" for short. A "low-performance switching module" is referred to as an "R" for short. A
"service forwarding module" is referred to as an "X" for short. The type-A service chassis includes an S, and may further
include an R. The type-B service chassis includes an R, but does not include an S. In this application, names "high-
performance switching module" and "low-performance switching module" are used only to distinguish between two types
of modules, and do not limit functions of the modules. In a connection relationship, a difference between the two types
of modules lies in that the high-performance module may be connected to one or more low-performance modules, and
the low-performance module may be connected to one high-performance module but cannot be connected to a plurality
of high-performance modules. Compared with the low-performance module, the high-performance module in a same
chassis has a higher performance requirement. The performance requirement is, for example, a bandwidth requirement.
The bandwidth requirement of a module is, for example, a data bandwidth that can be processed by the module.
Optionally, compared with the low-performance modules, high-performance modules in different chassis may also have
a higher performance requirement. Optionally, the high-performance modules in the different chassis may have a same
performance requirement, and the low-performance modules in the different chassis may have a same performance
requirement.
[0052] FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram of a structure of a data communications system according to an embodiment of
this application. As shown in FIG. 7, the data communications system provided in this embodiment of this application
includes a first chassis and a second chassis, where
the first chassis includes a first high-performance switching module and a first low-performance switching module;
the second chassis includes a second high-performance switching module and a second low-performance switching
module;
the first high-performance switching module is connected to the second low-performance switching module, and the first
low-performance switching module is connected to the second high-performance switching module; and
the first high-performance switching module is configured to connect to a third low-performance switching module in a
third chassis that is to be added to the communications system, and the second high-performance switching module is
configured to connect to a fourth low-performance switching module in the third chassis that is to be added to the
communications system.
[0053] For example, a formed data communications system is divided into a first-type chassis and a second-type
chassis. The first-type chassis includes the first chassis A1 and the second chassis A2. The first chassis A1 includes
the first high-performance switching module S and the first low-performance switching module R1. The second chassis
A2 includes the second high-performance switching module S and the second low-performance switching module R1.
[0054] The S in the A1 is connected to the R1 in the A2 through an inter-chassis interconnection interface, and the S
in the A2 is connected to the R1 in the A1 through another inter-chassis interconnection interface.
[0055] When the second-type chassis is added in the data communications system including the A1 and the A2,
namely, when the third chassis B1 is added, the provided third chassis B1 includes the third low-performance switching
module R1 and the fourth low-performance switching module R2. In this case, the data communications system already
has two type-A service chassis, which are respectively A1 and A2, and the chassis that is to be added to the data
communications system is the type-B service chassis B 1.
[0056] When the B1 is added to the data communications system including the A1 and the A2, the S in the A1 may
be connected to the R1 in the B1, and the S in the A2 may be connected to the R2 in the B1. According to the data
communications system provided in the foregoing embodiment, the data communications system including the A1, the
A2, and the B1 is provided. A central switching chassis is removed, and only type-A service chassis and a type-B service
chassis are deployed. Therefore, a footprint of the data communications system is reduced. In addition, because the
central switching chassis is removed, there is no need to add an auxiliary hardware device, and power consumption
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and costs are reduced. During capacity expansion of the data communications system including the A1 and the A2,
there is no need to, but to wait the B 1 that is to be added to the system to separately connect to the A1 and the A2
without changing cables between the A1 and the A2. This facilitates the capacity expansion, so that a back-to-back
cluster system may be smoothly expanded to a multi-chassis cluster data communications system in this embodiment.
[0057] FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram of a structure of another data communications system according to an embodiment
of this application. Based on the embodiment shown in FIG. 7, as shown in FIG. 8, in the another data communications
system provided in this embodiment of this application, the first chassis further includes a first service forwarding module
and a second service forwarding module, the first service forwarding module and the second service forwarding module
are configured to communicate with a device outside the data communications system.
[0058] The first low-performance switching module is configured to:

send data received from the first service forwarding module to the second high-performance switching module; and
send data received from the second high-performance switching module to the second service forwarding module.

[0059] In an optional implementation, the first chassis further includes a third service forwarding module and a fourth
service forwarding module, the third service forwarding module and the fourth service forwarding module are configured
to communicate with the device outside the data communications system, and the first high-performance switching
module is configured to: send data received from the third service forwarding module to the second low-performance
switching module; and send data received from the second low-performance switching module to the fourth service
forwarding module. Optionally, the third service forwarding module and the fourth service forwarding module may be a
same module.
[0060] In an optional implementation, the first high-performance switching module is configured to: after the third
chassis is added to the communications system, send data received from the third low-performance switching module
to the second low-performance switching module; and after the third chassis is added to the communications system,
send data received from the second low-performance switching module to the third low-performance switching module.
[0061] For example, the first chassis A1 further includes n service forwarding modules X, where n is a positive integer.
For example, the A1 further includes the first service forwarding module X1, the second service forwarding module X2,
the third service forwarding module X3, and the fourth service forwarding module X4. The second chassis A2 further
includes n service forwarding modules X. For example, the A2 further includes a fifth service forwarding module X1, a
sixth service forwarding module X2, a seventh service forwarding module X3, and an eighth service forwarding module
X4. A quantity of service forwarding modules in the A1 may be the same as or different from a quantity of service
forwarding modules in the A2.
[0062] Each X in the A1 is connected to the S in A1 and the R1 in the A1. In other words, an X1 in the A1 is separately
connected to the S in the A1 and the R1 in the A1, an X2 in the A1 is separately connected to the S in the A1 and the
R1 in the A1, an X3 in the A1 is separately connected to the S in A1 and the R1 in the A1, an X4 in the A1 is separately
connected to the S in the A1 and the R1 in the A1, and so on. Each X in the A2 is connected to the S in the A2 and the
R1 in the A2. In other words, an X1 in the A2 is separately connected to the S in the A2 and the R1 in the A2, an X2 in
the A2 is separately connected to the S in the A2 and the R1 in the A2, an X3 in the A2 is separately connected to the
S in the A2 and the R1 in the A2, an X4 in the A2 is separately connected to the S in the A2 and the R1 in the A2, and so on.
[0063] The X1 in the A1, the X2 in the A1, the X3 in the A1, and the X4 in the A1 may communicate with the another
device outside the data communications system, and further send and receive data to and from the another device
outside the data communications system. Likewise, the X1 in the A2, the X2 in the A2, the X3 in the A2, and the X4 in
the A2 may communicate with the another device outside the data communications system, and further send and receive
data to and from the another device outside the data communications system
[0064] The R1 in the A1 may receive, through an intra-chassis interconnection interface, data sent by the X1 in the
A1 or the X2 in the A1. Then, the R1 in the A1 determines whether a destination of the data is the A1 or another chassis.
If the R1 in the A1 determines that the destination of the data is the A1, the R1 in the A1 sends the data to the X1 in the
A1 or the X2 in the A1 through the intra-chassis interconnection interface. If the R1 in the A1 determines that the
destination of the data is the another chassis, the R1 in the A1 does not need to identify a specific destination chassis,
and the R1 in the A1 sends the data to the S in the A2 through the inter-chassis interconnection interface. The R1 in the
A1 may also receive, through the inter-chassis interconnection interface, data sent by the S in the A2. Then, the R1 in
the A1 determines whether a destination of the data is the A1 or another chassis. If the R1 in the A1 determines that
the destination of the data is the A1, the R1 in the A1 sends the data to the X1 in the A1 or the X2 in the A1 through the
intra-chassis interconnection interface. If the R1 in the A1 determines that the destination of the data is the another
chassis, the R1 in the A1 considers that invalid data is received and directly discards the data.
[0065] The S in the A1 may receive, through the intra-chassis interconnection interface, data sent by the X1 in the A1,
the X2 in the A1, the X3 in the A1, or the X4 in the A1. Then, the S in the A1 determines whether a destination of the
data is the A1 or another chassis. If the S in the A1 determines that the destination of the data is the A1, the S in the A1
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sends the data to the X1 in the A1, the X2 in the A1, the X3 in the A1, or the X4 in the A1 through the intra-chassis
interconnection interface. If the S in the A1 determines that the destination of the data is the another chassis, the S in
the A1 may identify a specific destination chassis, and the S in the A1 sends the data to the destination chassis through
the inter-chassis interconnection interface. For example, when the S in the A1 determines that the destination of the
data is the A2, the S in the A1 sends the data to the R1 in the A2 through the inter-chassis interconnection interface.
The S in the A1 may also receive, through the inter-chassis interconnection interface, data sent by the R1 in the A2.
Then, the S in the A1 determines whether a destination of the data is the A1 or another chassis. If the S in the A1
determines that the destination of the data is the A1, the S in the A1 sends the data to the X1 in the A1, the X2 in the
A1, the X3 in the A1, or the X4 in the A1 through an intra-chassis interconnection interface. If the S in the A1 determines
that the destination of the data is the another chassis, the S in the A1 may identify a specific destination chassis, and
the S in the A1 sends the data to the destination chassis through an inter-chassis interconnection interface. For example,
when the S in the A1 determines that the destination of the data is the A2, the S in the A1 sends the data to the R1 in
the A2 through the inter-chassis interconnection interface.
[0066] For a process in which the R1 in the A2 sends and receives data, refer to the process in which the R1 in the
A1 sends and receives the data. For a process in which the S in the A2 sends and receives data, refer to the process
in which the S in the A1 sends and receives the data.
[0067] In this embodiment, when the B1 is added to the data communications system including the A1 and the A2,
the S in the A1 is connected to the R1 in the B1, and the S in the A2 is connected to the R2 in the B1. The B1 further
includes at least one seventh service forwarding module X. The R1 in the B1 is separately connected to each X in the
B1. The R2 in the B1 is separately connected to each X in the B1. For example, t Xs are set in the B1 and are respectively
an X1, an X2, ..., and an Xt, where t is a positive integer greater than or equal to 1.
[0068] The S in the A1 may receive, through the intra-chassis interconnection interface, the data sent by the X1 in the
A1, the X2 in the A1, the X3 in the A1, or the X4 in the A1. Then, the S in the A1 determines whether the destination of
the data is the A1 or the another chassis. If the S in the A1 determines that the destination of the data is the A1, the S
in the A1 sends the data to the X1 in the A1, the X2 in the A1, the X3 in the A1, or the X4 in the A1 through the intra-
chassis interconnection interface. If the S in the A1 determines that the destination of the data is the B1, the S in the A1
sends the data to the R1 in the B1 through an inter-chassis interconnection interface. The S in the A1 may also receive,
through the inter-chassis interconnection interface, data sent by the R1 in the B1. Then, the S in the A1 determines
whether a destination of the data is the A1 or another chassis. If the S in the A1 determines that the destination of the
data is the A1, the S in the A1 sends the data to the X1 in the A1, the X2 in the A1, the X3 in the A1, or the X4 in the A1
through the intra-chassis interconnection interface. If the S in the A1 determines that the destination of the data is the
another chassis, the S in the A1 may identify a specific destination chassis, and the S in the A1 sends the data to the
destination chassis through an inter-chassis interconnection interface. For example, when the S in the A1 determines
that the destination of the data is the A2, the S in the A1 sends the data to the R1 in the A2 through the inter-chassis
interconnection interface. The S in the A1 may also receive, through the inter-chassis interconnection interface, the data
sent by the R1 in the A2. Then, the S in the A1 determines whether the destination of the data is the A1 or the another
chassis. If the S in the A1 determines that the destination of the data is the A1, the S in the A1 sends the data to the X1
in the A1, the X2 in the A1, the X3 in the A1, or the X4 in the A1 through the intra-chassis interconnection interface. If
the S in the A1 determines that the destination of the data is the another chassis, the S in the A1 may identify the specific
destination chassis, and the S in the A1 sends the data to the destination chassis through an inter-chassis interconnection
interface. For example, when the S in the A1 determines that the destination of the data is the B1, the S in the A1 sends
the data to the R1 in the B1 through the inter-chassis interconnection interface.
[0069] For a process in which the S in the A2 sends and receives data, refer to the process in which the S in the A1
sends and receives the data.
[0070] The R1 in the B1 may receive, through an intra-chassis interconnection interface, data sent by an X in the B1.
Then, the R1 in the B1 determines whether a destination of the data is the B1 or another chassis. If the R1 in the B1
determines that the destination of the data is the B1, the R1 in the B1 sends the data to the X in the B1 through the intra-
chassis interconnection interface. If the R1 in the B1 determines that the destination of the data is the another chassis,
the R1 in the B1 does not need to identify a specific destination chassis, and the R1 in the B1 sends the data to the S
in the A1 through the inter-chassis interconnection interface. The R1 in the B1 may also receive, through the inter-chassis
interconnection interface, data sent by the S in the A1. Then, the R1 in the B1 determines whether a destination of the
data is the B1 or another chassis. If the R1 in the B1 determines that the destination of the data is the B1, the R1 in the
B1 sends the data to the X in the B1 through the intra-chassis interconnection interface. If the R1 in the B1 determines
that the destination of the data is the another chassis, the R1 in the B1 considers that invalid data is received and directly
discards the data.
[0071] For a process in which the R2 in the B1 sends and receives data, refer to the process in which the R1 in the
B1 sends and receives the data.
[0072] According to the data communications system provided in the foregoing embodiment, the data communications
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system including the A1, the A2, and the B1 is provided. A central switching chassis is removed, and only type-A service
chassis and the type-B service chassis are deployed. Therefore, a footprint of the data communications system is
reduced. In addition, because the central switching chassis is removed, there is no need to add an auxiliary hardware
device, and power consumption and costs are reduced. During capacity expansion of the data communications system
including the A1 and the A2, the B1 that is to be added to the system can be separately connected to the A1 and the
A2 without changing cables between the A1 and the A2. This facilitates the capacity expansion, so that a back-to-back
cluster system may be smoothly expanded to a multi-chassis cluster data communications system in this embodiment.
In addition, the A1, the A2, and the B1 have service forwarding modules, so that the chassis in the data communications
system may communicate with the another device outside the data communications system by using the service for-
warding modules. The A1, the A2, and the B1 may complete data communication in the data communications system
by using the S, the R1, and the like.
[0073] FIG. 9 is a schematic diagram of a structure of still another data communications system according to an
embodiment of this application. Based on the embodiment shown in FIG. 7, as shown in FIG. 9, in the still another data
communications system provided in this embodiment of this application, the data communications system further includes
a fourth chassis, and the fourth chassis includes a fifth low-performance switching module and a sixth low-performance
switching module, and
the first high-performance switching module is connected to the fifth low-performance switching module, and the second
high-performance switching module is connected to the sixth low-performance switching module.
[0074] In an optional implementation, the first high-performance switching module is configured to: send data received
from the fifth low-performance switching module to the second low-performance switching module; and send data re-
ceived from the second low-performance switching module to the fifth low-performance switching module.
[0075] In an optional implementation, the first chassis further includes a first service forwarding module and a second
service forwarding module, the first service forwarding module and the second service forwarding module are configured
to communicate with a device outside the data communications system, and the first low-performance switching module
is configured to: send data received from the first service forwarding module to the second high-performance switching
module; and send data received from the second high-performance switching module to the second service forwarding
module.
[0076] In an optional implementation, the first chassis further includes a third service forwarding module and a fourth
service forwarding module, the third service forwarding module and the fourth service forwarding module are configured
to communicate with the device outside the data communications system, and the first high-performance switching
module is configured to: send data received from the third service forwarding module to the second low-performance
switching module; and send data received from the second low-performance switching module to the fourth service
forwarding module. Optionally, the third service forwarding module and the fourth service forwarding module may be a
same module.
[0077] In an optional implementation, the first high-performance switching module is configured to: after the third
chassis is added to the communications system, send data received from the third low-performance switching module
to the second low-performance switching module; and after the third chassis is added to the communications system,
send data received from the second low-performance switching module to the third low-performance switching module.
[0078] For example, the data communications system already has the A1 and the A2, the A1 includes the S and the
R1, and the A2 includes the S and the R1. The S in the A1 is connected to the R1 in the A2 through the inter-chassis
interconnection interface, and the S in the A2 is connected to the R1 in the A1 through the another inter-chassis inter-
connection interface. Then, the fourth chassis B2 is further disposed in the data communications system. The B2 is a
type-B service chassis. The B2 includes the fifth low-performance switching module R1 and the sixth low-performance
switching module R2. The S in the A1 is connected to an R1 in the B2 through an inter-chassis interconnection interface,
and the S in the A2 is connected to an R2 in the B2 through an inter-chassis interconnection interface.
[0079] In this case, the data communications system already has two type-A service chassis, which are respectively
the A1 and the A2, and the data communications system also has the type-B service chassis B2. Then, a chassis that
is to be added to the data communications system is a type-B service chassis B1.
[0080] The S in the A1 may receive, through an intra-chassis interconnection interface, data sent by an X in the A1.
Then, the S in the A1 determines whether a destination of the data is the A1 or another chassis. If the S in the A1
determines that the destination of the data is the A1, the S in the A1 sends the data to the X in the A1 through the intra-
chassis interconnection interface. If the S in the A1 determines that the destination of the data is the B2, the S in the A1
sends the data to the R1 in the B2 through the inter-chassis interconnection interface. The S in the A1 may also receive,
through the inter-chassis interconnection interface, data sent by the R1 in the B2. Then, the S in the A1 determines
whether a destination of the data is the A1 or another chassis. If the S in the A1 determines that the destination of the
data is the A1, the S in the A1 sends the data to the X in the A1 through the intra-chassis interconnection interface. If
the S in the A1 determines that the destination of the data is the another chassis, the S in the A1 may identify a specific
destination chassis, and the S in the A1 sends the data to the destination chassis through an inter-chassis interconnection
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interface. For example, when the S in the A1 determines that the destination of the data is the A2, the S in the A1 in this
embodiment sends the data to the R1 in the A2 through the inter-chassis interconnection interface. The S in the A1 may
also receive, through the inter-chassis interconnection interface, data sent by the R1 in the A2. Then, the S in the A1
determines whether a destination of the data is the A1 or another chassis. If the S in the A1 determines that the destination
of the data is the A1, the S in the A1 sends the data to the X in the A1 through the intra-chassis interconnection interface.
If the S in the A1 determines that the destination of the data is the another chassis, the S in the A1 may identify a
destination chassis, and the S in the A1 sends the data to the destination chassis through an inter-chassis interconnection
interface. For example, when the S in the A1 determines that the destination of the data is the B2, the S in the A1 sends
the data to the R1 in the B2 through the inter-chassis interconnection interface.
[0081] For a process in which the S in the A2 sends and receives data, refer to the process in which the S in the A1
sends and receives the data.
[0082] When a type-B service chassis is added in the data communications system including the A1, the A2, and the
B2, for example, when the third chassis B1 is added, the provided B1 includes an R1 and an R2. When the B1 is added,
the S in the A1 may be connected to the R1 in the B1, and the S in the A2 may be connected to the R2 in the B1.
[0083] For a process in which another module in the A1 sends and receives data, a process in which another module
in the A2 sends and receives data, and a process in which a module in the B 1 sends and receives data, refer to the
description of the embodiment shown in FIG. 8.
[0084] It can be learned from the foregoing description that FIG. 10 is a schematic diagram 1 of a structure of a type-
A service chassis in still another data communications system according to an embodiment of this application. As shown
in FIG. 10, each type-A service chassis includes one S and m - 1 Rs, and further includes n Xs, for example, includes
an S, an R1, an R2, ..., an Rm - 1, and an X1, an X2, ..., and an Xn. Each X is connected to the S through an intra-
chassis interconnection interface. Each X is connected to each R through an intra-chassis interconnection interface.
The S is connected to another chassis through an inter-chassis interconnection interface. Each R is connected to another
chassis through an inter-chassis interconnection interface. Each X is connected to another device outside the data
communications system through a service interface. Each R in each chassis carries 1/m of a service bandwidth of the
chassis. FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram 2 of a structure of a type-A service chassis in still another data communications
system according to an embodiment of this application. The type-A service chassis shown in FIG. 10 is simplified to
obtain the structure shown in FIG. 11. FIG. 12 is a schematic diagram 1 of a structure of a type-B service chassis in still
another data communications system according to an embodiment of this application. As shown in FIG. 12, each type-
B service chassis includes m Rs, and further includes t Xs, for example, an R1, an R2, ..., and an Rm, an X1, an X2, ...,
and an Xt. Each X is connected to each R through an intra-chassis interconnection interface. Each R is connected to
another chassis through an inter-chassis interconnection interface. Each X is connected to another device outside the
data communications system through a service interface. Each R in each chassis carries 1/m of a service bandwidth of
the chassis. FIG. 13 is a schematic diagram 2 of a structure of a type-B service chassis in still another data communications
system according to an embodiment of this application. The type-A service chassis shown in FIG. 12 is simplified to
obtain the structure shown in FIG. 13. n, m, and t are all positive integers. In addition, m also indicates a total quantity
of type-A service chassis. It can be learned that, when the quantity of type-A service chassis is m, a quantity of Rs in
each type-A service chassis is m - 1. A quantity of Rs in each type-B service chassis is m. A total quantity of type-B
service chassis can be the same as or different from the total quantity of type-A service chassis.
[0085] During capacity expansion of a multi-chassis cluster data communications device system, FIG. 14 is a schematic
diagram of a structure of a single-chassis system in still another data communications system according to an embodiment
of this application. As shown in FIG. 14, the single-chassis system includes only one type-A service chassis A1. The A1
includes one S and one R1. Then, first capacity expansion is performed. FIG. 15 is a schematic diagram of a structure
of a two-chassis back-to-back cluster system in still another data communications system according to an embodiment
of this application. As shown in FIG. 15, the two-chassis back-to-back cluster system includes two type-A service chassis:
an A1 and an A2. The A1 includes one S and one R1. The A2 includes one S and one R1. The A1 and the A2 are evenly
interconnected. Because there is only one A1 in FIG. 14 and the A1 is not connected to another chassis, when the
single-chassis system shown in FIG. 14 is expanded to the two-chassis back-to-back cluster system shown in FIG. 15,
namely, when the A2 is added, the A1 is connected to the A2 through new cables. Existing cables are not adjusted.
Therefore, the capacity expansion process does not affect a service deployed on the type-A service chassis A1, and
the system shown in FIG. 14 is smoothly expanded to the system shown in FIG. 15.
[0086] Then, second capacity expansion is performed. FIG. 16 is a schematic diagram of a structure of a three-chassis
cluster system in still another data communications system according to an embodiment of this application. As shown
in FIG. 16, a type-B service chassis B1 is added to the system shown in FIG. 15. The B1 is separately connected to the
A1 and the A2 through new cables. Existing cables are not adjusted. Therefore, the capacity expansion process does
not affect services deployed on the type-A service chassis: the A1 and the A2, or inter-chassis connections deployed
between the type-A service chassis: the A1 and the A2, and the system shown in FIG. 15 is smoothly expanded to the
system shown in FIG. 16.
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[0087] Then, third capacity expansion is performed. FIG. 17 is a schematic diagram of a structure of a four-chassis
cluster system in still another data communications system according to an embodiment of this application. As shown
in FIG. 17, a type-B service chassis B2 is added to the system shown in FIG. 16. The B2 is separately connected to the
A1 and the A2 through new cables. Existing cables are not adjusted. Therefore, the capacity expansion does not affect
services on both the deployed type-A service chassis and the deployed type-B service chassis, or inter-chassis con-
nections between the deployed type-A service chassis and the deployed type-B service chassis, and the system shown
in FIG. 16 is smoothly expanded to the system shown in FIG. 17.
[0088] When the capacity expansion continues, the rest may be deduced by analogy. FIG. 18 is a schematic diagram
of a structure of a multi-chassis cluster system in still another data communications system according to an embodiment
of this application. When a vth type-B service chassis is added, Bv is separately connected to the A1 and the A2 through
new cables. It can be learned that, when new type-B service chassis are continuously added, the type-B service chassis
that are to be added are separately connected to the A1 and the A2 through new cables. Existing cables are not adjusted.
Therefore, the capacity expansion does not affect services on both the deployed type-A service chassis and the deployed
type-B service chassis, or inter-chassis connections between the deployed type-A service chassis and the deployed
type-B service chassis. This implements smooth capacity expansion. Table 1 lists performance requirements for an S
and an R when an (m + v)-chassis cluster system with m = 2 is constructed, where v is a quantity of type-B service
chassis, as shown in Table 1.

[0089] It can be learned from Table 1 that, when the quantity of type-B service chassis gradually increases, a higher
performance requirement is imposed on an S in the type-A service chassis. In other words, a supported cluster scale
depends on an engineering implementation capability of a switching module S in the type-A service chassis.
[0090] According to the data communications system provided in the foregoing embodiment, the data communications
system including the A1, the A2, and the B1 is provided. A central switching chassis is removed, and only the type-A
service chassis and the type-B service chassis are deployed. Therefore, a footprint of the data communications system
is reduced. In addition, because the central switching chassis is removed, there is no need to add an auxiliary hardware
device, and power consumption and costs are reduced. During capacity expansion of the data communications system
including the A1 and the A2, the B1 that is to be added to the system can be separately connected to the A1 and the
A2 without changing cables between the A1 and the A2. This facilitates the capacity expansion, so that a back-to-back
cluster system may be smoothly expanded to a multi-chassis cluster data communications system in this embodiment.
In addition, the A1, the A2, and the B1 have a service forwarding module, so that the chassis in the data communications
system may communicate with the another device outside the data communications system by using the service for-
warding module. The A1, the A2, and the B1 may complete data communication in the data communications system by
using an S, an R1, and the like.
[0091] FIG. 19 is a schematic diagram of a structure of yet another data communications system according to an
embodiment of this application. Based on the embodiment shown in FIG. 7, as shown in FIG. 19, the yet another data
communications system provided in this embodiment of this application further includes a fifth chassis, the fifth chassis
includes a third high-performance switching module, a seventh low-performance switching module, and an eighth low-

Table 1 Performance requirements for an S and an R when an (m + v)-chassis cluster system with m = 2 is constructed

Quantity 
of type-A 
service 
chassis

Quantity 
of type-B 
service 
chassis

Quantity 
of Ss in a 
type-A 
service 
chassis

Quantity of 
R modules 
in a type-A 
service 
chassis

A performance 
requirement for 
an S in a type-A 
service chassis

A performance 
requirement for 
an R in a type-
A service 
chassis

Quantity 
of Rs in a 
type-B 
service 
chassis

A performance 
requirement for 
an R in a type-
B service 
chassis

m v 1 m-1 (1 + (v/m)) 
times 
performance of 
a single chassis

(1/m) times 
performance of 
a single chassis

m (1/m) times 
performance of 
a single chassis

2 0 1 1 1 0.5 - -

2 1 1 1 1.5 0.5 2 0.5

2 2 1 1 2 0.5 2 0.5

2 3 1 1 2.5 0.5 2 0.5

2 4 1 1 3 0.5 2 0.5

... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...
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performance switching module, the first chassis further includes a ninth low-performance switching module, and the
second chassis further includes a tenth low-performance switching module,
the third high-performance switching module is connected to the ninth low-performance switching module and the tenth
low-performance switching module, the first high-performance switching module is connected to the seventh low-per-
formance switching module, and the second high-performance switching module is connected to the eighth low-per-
formance switching module, and
the third high-performance switching module is configured to connect to an eleventh low-performance switching module
in the third chassis that is to be added to the communications system.
[0092] In an optional implementation, the first high-performance switching module is configured to send data received
from the second low-performance switching module to the seventh low-performance switching module; send data re-
ceived from the seventh low-performance switching module to the second low-performance switching module; after the
third chassis is added to the communications system, send data received from the third low-performance switching
module to one of the second low-performance switching module and the seventh low-performance switching module;
and after the third chassis is added to the communications system, send data received from the one of the second low-
performance switching module and the seventh low-performance switching module to the third low-performance switching
module.
[0093] For example, the data communications system already has the A1 and the A2, the A1 includes the S and the
R1, and the A2 includes the S and the R1. The S in the A1 is connected to the R1 in the A2 through the inter-chassis
interconnection interface, and the S in the A2 is connected to the R1 in the A1 through the another inter-chassis inter-
connection interface. Then, the fifth chassis A3 is further disposed in the data communications system. The A3 is a type-
A service chassis. The A3 includes the third high-performance switching module R1, the seventh low-performance
switching module R2, and the eighth low-performance switching module R3. In this case, the data communications
system has three type-A service chassis, which are the A1, the A2, and the A3 respectively. Each type-A service chassis
has one S and two Rs. It can further be learned that the A1 further includes the ninth low-performance switching module
R2, and the A2 further includes the tenth low-performance switching module R2.
[0094] Therefore, the data communications system includes the three type-A service chassis, which are the A1, the
A2, and the A3 respectively. Each type-A service chassis has one S and the two Rs. The S in the A1 is connected to
the R1 in the A2 through the inter-chassis interconnection interface. The S in the A1 is connected to the R1 in the A3
through one inter-chassis interconnection interface. The S in the A2 is connected to the R1 in the A1 through one inter-
chassis interconnection interface. The S in the A2 is connected to the R2 in the A3 through one inter-chassis intercon-
nection interface. The S in the A3 is connected to the R2 in the A1 through one inter-chassis interconnection interface.
The S in the A3 is connected to the R2 in the A2 through one inter-chassis interconnection interface.
[0095] First, based on the data communications system including the two type-A service chassis in the embodiment
shown in FIG. 7, and the data communications system including the three type-A service chassis in FIG. 19, it can be
learned that the S in each type-A service chassis is evenly connected to Rs in other type-A service chassis, and Rs in
each type-A service chassis is evenly connected to an S in the other type-A service chassis. FIG. 20 is a diagram of a
connection relationship of type-A service chassis in yet another data communications system according to an embodiment
of this application. The type-A service chassis in FIG. 20 is in a representation manner in FIG. 11. As shown in FIG. 20,
m type-A service chassis are disposed, where m is greater than or equal to 2. An S in each type-A service chassis is
evenly connected to Rs in other type-A service chassis through inter-chassis interconnection interfaces. One cross-
connect plane is constructed by an S in one type-A service chassis and Rs in other type-A service chassis that are
connected to the S in the type-A service chassis. Therefore, a total of m cross-connect planes are constructed by the
m type-A service chassis. The m cross-connect planes are independent of each other and work in load sharing mode
to bear all inter-chassis data exchange. In addition, an internal connection of each cross-connect plane is a star connection
manner from a plurality of Rs to one S, which is totally different from the mesh connection manner of the switching
module used in the foregoing switching network cluster system.
[0096] Table 2 shows a connection manner of the m cross-connect planes constructed by the m type-A service chassis.
As shown in Table 2, after the m type-A service chassis are cross-connected based on the solution shown in FIG. 20,
the m cross-connect planes are constructed, and a connection status of each cross-connect plane is shown in Table 2.
Each row in Table 2 represents an R or an S in each type-A service chassis included in one cross-connect plane. For
example, a cross-connect plane 1 is constructed by an S in a type-A service chassis A1, an R1 in a type-A service
chassis A2, an R1 in a type-A service chassis A3, ..., an R1 in a type-A service chassis Am - 1, and an R1 in a type-A
service chassis Am.
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[0097] It can be seen from FIG. 20 that, Rs are only connected to an S in a type-A service chassis. Therefore, as long
as a data net bandwidth of an inter-chassis interconnection interface for an R is greater than or equal to a data net
bandwidth of an intra-chassis interconnection interface for the R, the R can work at a line rate. However, the S in the
type-A service chassis is connected with one R in each of other service chassis. Therefore, a data net bandwidth
requirement of an inter-chassis interconnection interface for the S is related to a total quantity of chassis in the multi-
chassis cluster system. In the multi-chassis cluster system, the data net bandwidth of the inter-chassis interconnection
interface for the S is several times a data net bandwidth of an intra-chassis interconnection interface for the S. As shown
in FIG. 20, when the multi-chassis cluster system has only the m type-A service chassis having same performance, a
bandwidth provided by an inter-chassis interconnection interface of each S is m - 1 times a bandwidth of the intra-chassis
interconnection interface for the S.
[0098] As shown in FIG. 19, the data communications system includes the three type-A service chassis, which are
respectively the A1, the A2, and the A3. The chassis that is to be added to the data communications system is the type-
B service chassis B1.
[0099] The S in the A1 may receive, through an intra-chassis interconnection interface, data sent by an X in the A1.
Then, the S in the A1 determines whether a destination of the data is the A1 or another chassis. If the S in the A1
determines that the destination of the data is the A1, the S in the A1 sends the data to the X in the A1 through the intra-
chassis interconnection interface. If the S in the A1 determines that the destination of the data is the A2, the S in the A1
sends the data to the R1 in the A2 through an inter-chassis interconnection interface. If the S in the A1 determines that
the destination of the data is the A3, the S in the A1 sends the data to the R1 in the A3 through an inter-chassis
interconnection interface. The S in the A1 may also receive, through the inter-chassis interconnection interface, data
sent by the R1 in the A2. Then, the S in the A1 determines whether a destination of the data is the A1 or another chassis.
If the S in the A1 determines that the destination of the data is the A1, the S in the A1 sends the data to the X in the A1
through the intra-chassis interconnection interface. If the S in the A1 determines that the destination of the data is the
another chassis, the S in the A1 may identify a destination chassis, and the S in the A1 sends the data to the destination
chassis through an inter-chassis interconnection interface. For example, when the S in the A1 determines that the
destination of the data is the A3, the S in the A1 sends the data to the R1 in the A3 through the inter-chassis interconnection
interface. The S in the A1 may also receive, through the inter-chassis interconnection interface, data sent by the R1 in
the A3. Then, the S in the A1 determines whether a destination of the data is the A1 or another chassis. If the S in the
A1 determines that the destination of the data is the A1, the S in the A1 sends the data to the X in the A1 through the
intra-chassis interconnection interface. If the S in the A1 determines that the destination of the data is the another chassis,
the S in the A1 may identify a destination chassis, and the S in the A1 sends the data to the destination chassis through
an inter-chassis interconnection interface. For example, when the S in the A1 determines that the destination of the data
is the A2, the S in the A1 sends the data to the R1 in the A2 through the inter-chassis interconnection interface.
[0100] For a process in which the S in the A2 sends and receives data, refer to the process in which the S in the A1
sends and receives the data.
[0101] When the type-B service chassis is added to the data communications system including the A1, the A2, and
the A3, for example, when the third chassis B1 is added, the provided B1 includes a third low-performance switching
module R1, a fourth low-performance switching module R2, and an eleventh low-performance switching module R3.
When the B1 is added, the S in the A1 may be connected to the R1 in the B1, the S in the A2 may be connected to the
R2 in the B1, and the S in the A3 may be connected to the R3 in the B1.
[0102] The S in the A1 may also receive, through an inter-chassis interconnection interface, data sent by the R1 in
the B2. Then, the S in the A1 determines whether a destination of the data is the A1 or another chassis. If the S in the
A1 determines that the destination of the data is the A1, the S in the A1 sends the data to the X in the A1 through the

Table 2 A connection manner of m cross-connect planes constructed by m type-A service chassis

Cross-connect 
plane number

Type-A service 
chassis 1

Type- A service 
chassis 2

Type- A service 
chassis 3

... Type-A service 
chassis m-1

Type-A 
service 
chassis

1 S R1 R1 ... R1 R1

2 R1 S R2 ... R2 R2

3 R2 R2 S ... R3 R3

... ... ... ... ... ... ...

m-1 Rm-2 Rm-2 Rm-2 ... S Rm-1

m Rm-1 Rm-1 Rm-1 ... Rm-1 S
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intra-chassis interconnection interface. If the S in the A1 determines that the destination of the data is the another chassis,
the S in the A1 may identify a specific destination chassis, and the S in the A1 sends the data to the destination chassis
through an inter-chassis interconnection interface. For example, when the S in the A1 determines that the destination
of the data is the A2, the S in the A1 sends the data to the R1 in the A2 through the inter-chassis interconnection interface,
or when the S in the A1 determines that the destination of the data is the A3, the S in the A1 sends the data to the R1
in the A3 through the inter-chassis interconnection interface. The S in the A1 may also receive, through the inter-chassis
interconnection interface, the data sent by the R1 in the A2. Then, the S in the A1 determines whether a destination of
the data is the A1 or another chassis. If the S in the A1 determines that the destination of the data is the A1, the S in
the A1 sends the data to the X in the A1 through the intra-chassis interconnection interface. If the S in the A1 determines
that the destination of the data is the another chassis, the S in the A1 may identify a specific destination chassis, and
the S in the A1 sends the data to the destination chassis through an inter-chassis interconnection interface. For example,
when the S in the A1 determines that the destination of the data is the B2, the S in the A1 sends the data to the R1 in
the B2 through the inter-chassis interconnection interface, or when the S in the A1 determines that the destination of
the data is the A3, the S in the A1 sends the data to the R1 in the A3 through the inter-chassis interconnection interface.
The S in the A1 may also receive, through the inter-chassis interconnection interface, data sent by the R1 in the A3.
Then, the S in the A1 determines whether a destination of the data is the A1 or another chassis. If the S in the A1
determines that the destination of the data is the A1, the S in the A1 sends the data to the X in the A1 through the intra-
chassis interconnection interface. If the S in the A1 determines that the destination of the data is the another chassis,
the S in the A1 may identify a specific destination chassis, and the S in the A1 sends the data to the destination chassis
through an inter-chassis interconnection interface. For example, when the S in the A1 determines that the destination
of the data is the B2, the S in the A1 sends the data to the R1 in the B2 through the inter-chassis interconnection interface,
or when the S in the A1 determines that the destination of the data is the A2, the S in the A1 sends the data to the R1
in the A2 through the inter-chassis interconnection interface.
[0103] For a process in which the S in the A2 sends and receives data, refer to the process in which the S in the A1
sends and receives the data.
[0104] For a process in which another module in the A1 sends and receives data, a process in which another module
in the A2 sends and receives data, and a process in which a module in the B 1 sends and receives data, refer to the
description of the embodiment shown in FIG. 8.
[0105] According to the data communications system provided in the foregoing embodiment, the data communications
system including the A1, the A2, and the A3 is provided. A central switching chassis is removed, and only the type-A
service chassis and the type-B service chassis are deployed. Therefore, a footprint of the data communications system
is reduced. In addition, because the central switching chassis is removed, there is no need to add an auxiliary hardware
device, and power consumption and costs are reduced. During capacity expansion of the data communications system
including the type-A service chassis, the B1 that is to be added to the system can be separately connected to the type-
A service chassis without changing cables between the type-A service chassis. This facilitates the capacity expansion,
and implements smooth capacity expansion. In addition, the A1, the A2, the A3, and the B1 have service forwarding
modules, so that the chassis in the data communications system may communicate with the another device outside the
data communications system by using the service forwarding module. The A1, the A2, the A3, and the B1 may complete
data communication in the data communications system by using the S, the R1, and the like.
[0106] FIG. 21 is a schematic diagram of a structure of another data communications system according to an embod-
iment of this application. Based on the embodiment shown in FIG. 19, as shown in FIG. 21, in the another data com-
munications system provided in this embodiment of this application, the data communications system further includes
a sixth chassis, and the sixth chassis includes a twelfth low-performance switching module, a thirteenth low-performance
switching module, and a fourteenth low-performance switching module.
[0107] The twelfth low-performance switching module is connected to the first high-performance switching module,
the thirteenth low-performance switching module is connected to the second high-performance switching module, and
the fourteenth low-performance switching module is connected to the third high-performance switching module.
[0108] In an optional implementation, the first high-performance switching module is configured to: send data received
from the twelfth low-performance switching module to one of the second low-performance switching module and the
seventh low-performance switching module; and send data received from the one of the second low-performance switch-
ing module and the seventh low-performance switching module to the twelfth low-performance switching module.
[0109] For example, the data communications system already has the A1, the A2, and the A3. The sixth chassis B3
is further disposed in the data communications system. The B3 includes the twelfth low-performance switching module
R1, the thirteenth low-performance switching module R2, and the fourteenth low-performance switching module R3.
The S in the A1 may be connected to the R1 in the B3. The S in the A2 is connected to the R2 in the B3. The S in the
A3 is connected to the R3 in the B3. For a connection relationship between the A1, the A2, and the A3, refer to the
embodiment shown in FIG. 19.
[0110] In this case, the data communications system already has three type-A service chassis, which are respectively
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the A1 and the A2, and the data communications system also has the type-B service chassis B3. Then, a chassis that
is to be added to the data communications system is a type-B service chassis B1.
[0111] The S in the A1 may receive, through an intra-chassis interconnection interface, data sent by the X in the A1.
Then, the S in the A1 determines whether a destination of the data is the A1 or another chassis. If the S in the A1
determines that the destination of the data is the A1, the S in the A1 sends the data to the X in the A1 through the intra-
chassis interconnection interface. If the S in the A1 determines that the destination of the data is the A2, the S in the A1
sends the data to the R1 in the A2 through an inter-chassis interconnection interface. If the S in the A1 determines that
the destination of the data is the A3, the S in the A1 sends the data to the R1 in the A3 through an inter-chassis
interconnection interface. If the S in the A1 determines that the destination of the data is the B3, the S in the A1 sends
the data to the R1 in the B3 through an inter-chassis interconnection interface. The S in the A1 may also receive, through
the inter-chassis interconnection interface, data sent by the R1 in the B3. Then, the S in the A1 determines whether a
destination of the data is the A1 or another chassis. If the S in the A1 determines that the destination of the data is the
A1, the S in the A1 sends the data to the X in the A1 through the intra-chassis interconnection interface. If the S in the
A1 determines that the destination of the data is the another chassis, the S in the A1 may identify a specific destination
chassis, and the S in the A1 sends the data to the destination chassis through an inter-chassis interconnection interface.
For example, when the S in the A1 determines that the destination of the data is the A2, the S in the A1 sends the data
to the R1 in the A2 through the inter-chassis interconnection interface, or when the S in the A1 determines that the
destination of the data is the A3, the S in the A1 sends the data to the R1 in the A3 through the inter-chassis interconnection
interface. The S in the A1 may also receive, through the inter-chassis interconnection interface, data sent by the R1 in
the A2. Then, the S in the A1 determines whether a destination of the data is the A1 or another chassis. If the S in the
A1 determines that the destination of the data is the A1, the S in the A1 sends the data to the X in the A1 through the
intra-chassis interconnection interface. If the S in the A1 determines that the destination of the data is the another chassis,
the S in the A1 may identify a specific destination chassis, and the S in the A1 sends the data to the destination chassis
through an inter-chassis interconnection interface. For example, when the S in the A1 determines that the destination
of the data is the B3, the S in the A1 sends the data to the R1 in the B3 through the inter-chassis interconnection interface,
or when the S in the A1 determines that the destination of the data is the A3, the S in the A1 sends the data to the R1
in the A3 through the inter-chassis interconnection interface. The S in the A1 may also receive, through the inter-chassis
interconnection interface, data sent by the R1 in the A3. Then, the S in the A1 determines whether a destination of the
data is the A1 or another chassis. If the S in the A1 determines that the destination of the data is the A1, the S in the A1
sends the data to the X in the A1 through the intra-chassis interconnection interface. If the S in the A1 determines that
the destination of the data is the another chassis, the S in the A1 may identify a specific destination chassis, and the S
in the A1 sends the data to the destination chassis through an inter-chassis interconnection interface. For example,
when the S in the A1 determines that the destination of the data is the B3, the S in the A1 sends the data to the R1 in
the B3 through the inter-chassis interconnection interface, or when the S in the A1 determines that the destination of
the data is the A2, the S in the A1 sends the data to the R1 in the A2 through the inter-chassis interconnection interface.
[0112] For a process in which the S in the A2 sends and receives data, refer to the process in which the S in the A1
sends and receives the data.
[0113] When the type-B service chassis is added in the data communications system including the A1, the A2, the
A3, and the B3, for example, when the third chassis B1 is added, the provided B1 includes one R1, one R2, and one
R3. When the B1 is added, the S in the A1 may be connected to the R1 in the B1, the S in the A2 may be connected to
the R2 in the B1, and the S in the A3 may be connected to the R3 in the B1.
[0114] For a process in which the S in the A1 sends and receives data, and a process in which the S in the A2 sends
and receives data, refer to the description of the embodiment shown in FIG. 19. In addition, for a process in which another
module in the A1 sends and receives data, a process in which another module in the A2 sends and receives data, a
process in which another module in the A3 sends and receives data, and a process in which a module in the B1 sends
and receives data, refer to the description of the embodiment shown in FIG. 8.
[0115] According to the data communications system provided in the foregoing embodiment, the data communications
system including the A1, the A2, the A3, and the B3 is provided. A central switching chassis is removed. When the type-
B service chassis is added, only the type-A service chassis and the type-B service chassis are deployed. Therefore, a
footprint of the data communications system is reduced. In addition, because the central switching chassis is removed,
there is no need to add an auxiliary hardware device, and power consumption and costs are reduced. During capacity
expansion of the data communications system including a plurality of type-A service chassis and at least one type-B
service chassis, the B1 that is to be added to the system can be separately connected to the type-A service chassis
without changing the cables and interfaces between the type-A service chassis, or cables and interfaces between the
deployed type-B service chassis and each type-A service chassis. This facilitates the capacity expansion, and implements
smooth capacity expansion. In addition, the Al, the A2, the A3, the B3, and the B1 have service forwarding modules, so
that the chassis in the data communications system may communicate with the another device outside the data com-
munications system by using the service forwarding module. The A1, the A2, the A3, the B3, and the B1 may complete
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data communication in the data communications system by using the S, the R1, and the like.
[0116] FIG. 22 is a schematic diagram 1 of a structure of still another data communications system according to an
embodiment of this application. FIG. 23 is a schematic diagram 2 of a structure of the still another data communications
system according to an embodiment of this application. Based on the embodiment shown in FIG. 19, as shown in FIG.
22 and FIG. 23, the till another data communications system provided in this embodiment of this application includes m
type-A service chassis and v type-B service chassis. Each type-A service chassis includes one S and m - 1 Rs, and
each type-B service chassis includes m Rs, where m and v are positive integers.
[0117] For example, it can be learned from the description in FIG. 19 to FIG. 21 that, when the data communications
system includes the m type-A service chassis and the v type-B service chassis, refer to connection manners in FIG. 19
to FIG. 21. An R in the type-B service chassis and an R in the type-A service chassis are cross-connected. To be specific,
Rs in the type-B service chassis are evenly connected to Ss in all the type-A service chassis. Each type-B service chassis
includes m Rs. Each R carries 1/m of internal data exchange tasks of the type-B service chassis. Each R may send data
of the local chassis through an inter-chassis interconnection interface. Each R may receive data from another chassis
through the inter-chassis interconnection interface. The m Rs in each type-B service chassis are connected to the Ss
in the m type-A service chassis in sequence, so that inter-chassis data exchange of the type-B service chassis is
completed on the Ss in the type-A service chassis. When a type-B service chassis is added to a system after the type-
A service chassis are deployed, the type-B service chassis that is to be added is separately connected to the type-A
service chassis. There is no need to change services on both the deployed type-A service chassis and the deployed
type-B service chassis, or inter-chassis connections between the deployed type-A service chassis and the deployed
type-B service chassis. Therefore, smooth capacity expansion is implemented.
[0118] As shown in FIG. 22, an (m + v)-chassis cluster system constructed by the m type-A service chassis and the
v type-B service chassis still maintains m cross-connect planes. Composition of each in the m cross-connect planes is
shown in Table 3.

[0119] It can be learned from Table 2 and Table 3 in the embodiment shown in FIG. 21 that, whether a cluster system
includes only the type-A service chassis or includes both the type-A service chassis and the type-B service chassis, a
core module of each cross-connect plane in the cluster system is an S in a type-A service chassis. The S carries the
inter-chassis data exchange tasks of all service chassis on the cross-connect plane. Therefore, an engineering imple-
mentation capability of the S directly affects a construction scale of the cluster system. Table 4 lists performance re-
quirements for Ss and Rs in the cluster system including components of the m type-A service chassis and the v type-B
service chassis. As shown in Table 4, a single chassis refers to a chassis, and service performance of a single chassis
indicates a value obtained by multiplying performance of a service switching module by a quantity of service switching
modules.

Table 3 A connection manner of m cross-connect planes constructed by m type-A service chassis and v 
type-B service chassis

Cross-
connect 
plane 
number

Type- A 
service 
chassis 
1

Type-A 
service 
chassis 
2

Type- A 
service 
chassis 
3

... Type- A 
service 
chassis 
m-1

Type- A 
service 
chassis 
m

Type- B 
service 
chassis 
1

Type- B 
service 
chassis 
2

Type-B 
service 
chassis 
v

1 S R1 R1 ... R1 R1 R1 R1 ... R1

2 R1 S R2 ... R2 R2 R2 R2 ... R2

3 R2 R2 S R3 R3 R3 R3 ... R3

... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ... ...

m - 1 Rm - 2 Rm - 2 Rm - 2 ... S Rm - 1 Rm - 1 Rm - 1 ... Rm - 1

m Rm - 1 Rm - 1 Rm - 1 ... Rm - 1 S Rm Rm ... Rm
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[0120] It can be learned from Table 4 that the performance requirements for the S and the R in the cluster system are
related to service performance of a single chassis and a total quantity of chassis.
[0121] In addition, the type-A service chassis and the type-B service chassis have the service forwarding modules.
Refer to the description of the service forwarding module in the foregoing embodiment. Further, the chassis in the data
communications system may communicate with another device outside the data communications system by using the
service forwarding module. The type-A service chassis and the type-B service chassis may complete data communication
in the data communications system by using the S, the R1, and the like.
[0122] According to the data communications system provided in the foregoing embodiment, the data communications
system including the m type-A service chassis and the v type-B service chassis is provided. A central switching chassis
is removed. When the type-B service chassis is added, only the type-A service chassis and the type-B service chassis
are deployed. Therefore, a footprint of the data communications system is reduced. In addition, because the central
switching chassis is removed, there is no need to add an auxiliary hardware device, and power consumption and costs
are reduced. When the type-B service chassis is added in the system after the type-A service chassis are deployed,
only the type-B service chassis that is to be added separately connects to the type-A service chassis. There is no need
to change services on both the deployed type-A service chassis and the deployed type-B service chassis, or inter-chassis
connections between the deployed type-A service chassis and the deployed type-B service chassis. Therefore, smooth
capacity expansion can be implemented.
[0123] First, in the embodiments of this application, a "third-type chassis" is referred to as a "type-C service chassis"
for short. A "fourth-type chassis" is referred to as a "type-D service chassis" for short. A "high-performance switching
module" is referred to as an "S" for short. A "low-performance switching module" is referred to as an "R" for short. A
"service forwarding module" is referred to as an "X" for short. The type-C service chassis includes an S. The type-D
service chassis includes an R.
[0124] FIG. 24 is a schematic diagram 1 of a structure of another data communications system according to an
embodiment of this application. As shown in FIG. 24, the another data communications system provided in this embod-
iment of this application includes a first chassis and a second chassis, where
the first chassis includes a first high-performance switching module, a first service forwarding module, and a second
service forwarding module, and the first service forwarding module and the second service forwarding module are
configured to communicate with a device outside the data communications system;
the second chassis includes a first low-performance switching module;
the first high-performance switching module is connected to the first low-performance switching module;
the first high-performance switching module is configured to send data received from the first service forwarding module
to the first low-performance switching module, and send data received from the first low-performance switching module
to the second service forwarding module; and
the first high-performance switching module is further configured to connect to a second low-performance switching
module in a third chassis that is to be added to the communications system. Optionally, the first service forwarding
module and the second service forwarding module may be a same module.
[0125] In an optional implementation, the first high-performance switching module is further configured to: after the
third chassis is added to the communications system, send data received from the second low-performance switching
module to one of the first low-performance switching module, the first service forwarding module, and the second service
forwarding module; and after the third chassis is added to the communications system, send data received from the one
of the first low-performance switching module, the first service forwarding module, and the second service forwarding
module to the second low-performance switching module.
[0126] For example, chassis are classified into a third-type chassis and a fourth-type chassis. In other words, the
chassis are classified into a type-C service chassis and a type-D service chassis.

Table 4 Performance requirements for an S and an R in an (m + v)-chassis cluster system constructed by m 
type-A service chassis and v type-B service chassis

Quantity 
of type- A 
service 
chassis

Quantity 
of type-B 
service 
chassis

Quantity 
of Ss in a 
type-A 
service 
chassis

Quantity 
of Rs in a 
type-A 
service 
chassis

A performance 
requirement for 
an S in a type-A 
service chassis

A performance 
requirement for 
an R in a type-A 
service chassis

Quantity 
of Rs in a 
type-B 
service 
chassis

A performance 
requirement for 
an R in a type-B 
service chassis

m v 1 m-1 (1 + (v/m)) times 
service 
performance of 
a single chassis

(1/m) times 
service 
performance of 
a single chassis

m (1/m) times 
service 
performance of 
a single chassis
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[0127] The data communications system includes the first chassis C1 and the second chassis D1. FIG. 25 is a schematic
diagram 1 of a structure of a first chassis in another data communications system according to an embodiment of this
application. As shown in FIG. 25, the first chassis C1 includes a first high-performance switching module S. Optionally,
the first chassis C1 further includes n service forwarding modules Xs, for example, includes an X1, an X2, ..., and an
Xn, where n is a positive integer greater than or equal to 1. For example, the first chassis C1 includes a first service
forwarding module X1 and a second service forwarding module X2. As shown in FIG. 25, each X in the C1 is connected
to an S in the C1. To be specific, the X1 in the C1 and the X2 in the C1 each are connected to the S in the C1. FIG. 26
is a schematic diagram 2 of a structure of a first chassis in another data communications system according to an
embodiment of this application. As shown in FIG. 26, the C1 shown in FIG. 25 may be simplified to obtain the structure
shown in FIG. 26.
[0128] FIG. 27 is a schematic diagram 1 of a structure of a second chassis in another data communications system
according to an embodiment of this application. As shown in FIG. 27, the second chassis D1 includes a first low-
performance switching module R. Optionally, the first chassis C1 further includes t service forwarding modules Xs, for
example, includes an X1, an X2, ..., and an Xt, where t is a positive integer greater than or equal to 1. As shown in FIG.
27, each X in the D1 is connected to the R in the D1. FIG. 28 is a schematic diagram 2 of a structure of a second chassis
in another data communications system according to an embodiment of this application. As shown in FIG. 28, the D1
shown in FIG. 27 may be simplified to obtain the structure shown in FIG. 28.
[0129] As shown in FIG. 24, the S in the C1 is connected to the R in the D1 through an inter-chassis interconnection
interface. FIG. 29 is a schematic diagram 2 of a structure of another data communications system according to an
embodiment of this application. Based on the structures shown in FIG. 26 and FIG. 28, the structure shown in FIG. 24
may be simplified to obtain the structure shown in FIG. 29.
[0130] In this case, the data communications system already has the type-C service chassis and the type-D service
chassis, which are respectively the C1 and the D1. Then, a third chassis that is to be added to the data communications
system is a type-D service chassis D2.
[0131] An X in the C1 may communicate with another device outside the data communications system, and further
perform data sending and receiving with the another device outside the data communications system. Likewise, an X
in the D1 may communicate with the another device outside the data communications system, and further perform the
data sending and receiving with the another device outside the data communications system.
[0132] The S in the C1 may receive, through an intra-chassis interconnection interface, data sent by the X in the C1,
for example, receive the data sent by the X1 in the C1 or the X2 in the C1. Then, the S in the C1 determines whether a
destination of the data is the C1 or another chassis. If the S in the C1 determines that the destination of the data is the
C1, the S in the C1 sends the data to the X in the C1 through the intra-chassis interconnection interface. If the S in the
C1 determines that the destination of the data is the D1, the S in the C1 sends the data to the R in the D1 through the
inter-chassis interconnection interface. The S in the C1 may also receive, through the inter-chassis interconnection
interface, data sent by the R in the D1. Then, the S in the C1 determines whether a destination of the data is the C1 or
another chassis. If the S in the C1 determines that the destination of the data is the C1, the S in the C1 sends the data
to the X in the C1 through the intra-chassis interconnection interface, for example, sends to the X1 in the C1 or the X2
in the C1. If the S in the C1 determines that the destination of the data is the another chassis, the S in the C1 may identify
a destination chassis, and the S in the C1 sends the data to the destination chassis through an inter-chassis intercon-
nection interface. When there is only the C1 and the D1, if the S in the C1 determines that the destination of the data is
the D1, the S in the C1 sends the data to the R in the D1 through the inter-chassis interconnection interface.
[0133] When the type-D service chassis is added to the data communications system including the C1 and the D1,
for example, when the third chassis D2 is added, the provided D1 includes one R and at least one X, and a structure of
the D2 is the same as that of the D1. When the D2 is added, the S in the C1 may be connected to the R in the D2.
[0134] The S in the C1 may receive, through the intra-chassis interconnection interface, the data sent by the X in the
C1, for example, receive the data sent by the X1 in the C1 or the X2 in the C1. Then, the S in the C1 determines whether
the destination of the data is the C1 or the another chassis. If the S in the C1 determines that the destination of the data
is the C1, the S in the C1 sends the data to the X in the C1 through the intra-chassis interconnection interface. If the S
in the C1 determines that the destination of the data is the another chassis, the S in the C1 may identify the destination
chassis, and then the S in the C1 sends the data to the destination chassis through an inter-chassis interconnection
interface. For example, if the S in the C1 determines that the destination of the data is the D1, the S in the C1 sends the
data to the R in the D1 through the inter-chassis interconnection interface. If the S in the C1 determines that the destination
of the data is the D2, the S in the C1 sends the data to the R in the D2 through an inter-chassis interconnection interface.
The S in the C1 may also receive, through the inter-chassis interconnection interface, the data sent by the R in the D1.
Then, the S in the C1 determines whether the destination of the data is the C1 or the another chassis. If the S in the C1
determines that the destination of the data is the C1, the S in the C1 sends the data to the X in the C1 through the intra-
chassis interconnection interface, for example, sends to the X1 in the C1 or the X2 in the C1. If the S in the C1 determines
that the destination of the data is the another chassis, the S in the C1 may identify the destination chassis, and the S in
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the C1 sends the data to the destination chassis through the inter-chassis interconnection interface. In this case, the D2
is added. If the S in the C1 determines that the destination of the data is the D2, the S in the C1 sends the data to the
R in the D2 through the inter-chassis interconnection interface. The S in the C1 may also receive, through the inter-
chassis interconnection interface, data sent by the R in the D2. Then, the S in the C1 determines whether a destination
of the data is the C1 or another chassis. If the S in the C1 determines that the destination of the data is the C1, the S in
the C1 sends the data to the X in the C1 through the intra-chassis interconnection interface, for example, sends to the
X1 in the C1 or the X2 in the C1. If the S in the C1 determines that the destination of the data is the another chassis,
the S in the C1 may identify a destination chassis, and the S in the C1 sends the data to the destination chassis through
an inter-chassis interconnection interface. For example, the S in the C1 determines that the destination of the data is
the D1, the S in the C1 sends the data to the R in the D1 through the inter-chassis interconnection interface.
[0135] During capacity expansion of a multi-chassis cluster data communications device system, FIG. 30 is a schematic
diagram of a structure of a single-chassis system in another data communications system according to an embodiment
of this application. As shown in FIG. 30, the single-chassis system includes only one type-C service chassis C1. The
C1 includes one S. Then, first capacity expansion is performed. FIG. 31 is a schematic diagram of a structure of a two-
chassis back-to-back cluster system in another data communications system according to an embodiment of this appli-
cation. As shown in FIG. 31, the two-chassis back-to-back cluster system includes one type-C service chassis C1 and
one type-D service chassis D1. The C1 includes one S, and the D1 includes one R. The S in the C1 is connected to the
R in the D1. Because there is only one C1 in FIG. 30 and the C1 is not connected to another chassis, when the single-
chassis system shown in FIG. 30 is expanded to the two-chassis back-to-back cluster system shown in FIG. 31, namely,
when the D1 is added, the D1 is connected to the C1 through new cables. Existing cables are not adjusted. Therefore,
the capacity expansion process does not affect a service deployed on the type-C service chassis C1, and the system
shown in FIG. 30 is smoothly expanded to the system shown in FIG. 31.
[0136] Then, second capacity expansion is performed. FIG. 32 is a schematic diagram of a structure of a three-chassis
cluster system in another data communications system according to an embodiment of this application. As shown in
FIG. 32, a type-D service chassis D2 is added to the system shown in FIG. 31. The C1 is connected to the D2 through
a new cable. Existing cables are not adjusted. Therefore, the capacity expansion process does not affect services
deployed on both the type-C service chassis C1 and the type-D service chassis D1, or an inter-chassis connection
deployed between the C1 and the D1, and the system shown in FIG. 31 is smoothly expanded to the system shown in
FIG. 32.
[0137] When the capacity expansion continues, the rest may be deduced by analogy. FIG. 33 is a schematic diagram
of a structure of a multi-chassis cluster system in another data communications system according to an embodiment of
this application. When a vth type-D service chassis is added, an R in the Dv is connected to the S in the C1 through a
new cable, where v is a positive integer greater than or equal to 1. It can be learned that, when new type-D service
chassis are continuously added, the type-D service chassis that are to be added are connected to C1 through new
cables. Existing cables are not adjusted. Therefore, each time one type-D service chassis adding has no effect on the
deployed service chassis and inter-chassis connections, and the capacity expansion does not affect services on both
the deployed type-C service chassis and the type-C service chassis, or inter-chassis connections between the type-C
service chassis and the type-C service chassis. This implements smooth capacity expansion.
[0138] It can be learned that, in the foregoing capacity expansion process, because each type-D service chassis is
connected only to the type-C service chassis, and there is no direct connection between the type-D service chassis,
after the type-C service chassis and the S in the type-C service chassis are deployed, a type-D service chassis is re-
added. The service on the deployed type-C service chassis and the service on the deployed type-D service chassis are
not affected. The inter-chassis interconnection between the deployed type-C service chassis and the deployed type-D
service chassis is not affected. Therefore, the smooth capacity expansion can be implemented chassis by chassis.
[0139] The multi-chassis cluster system shown in FIG. 33 has one type-C service chassis and v type-D service chassis.
Then, one (1 + v)-chassis cluster system may be constructed by the type-C service chassis and the v type-D service
chassis. The (1 + v)-chassis cluster system has only one cross-connect plane logically. Composition of the cross-connect
plane is shown in Table 5.

[0140] It can be learned from Table 5 that a core of the (1 + v)-chassis cluster system is still the S in the type-C service
chassis. The S carries inter-chassis data exchange tasks of all service chassis. Therefore, an engineering implementation

Table 5 A connection manner of a cross-connect plane in a (1 + v)-chassis cluster system

Cross-connect 
plane number

Type-C service 
chassis 1

Type-D service 
chassis 1

Type-D service 
chassis 2

... Type-D service 
chassis v

1 S R R ... R
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capability of the S directly affects a construction scale of the cluster system. Table 6 lists performance requirements for
an S and an R in the (1 + v)-chassis cluster system.

[0141] It can be learned from Table 6 that service performance of a single chassis in the (1 + v)-chassis cluster system
is related to a total quantity of chassis. As a cluster scale increases, a performance requirement for an S in the type-C
service chassis is increasing. Table 7 lists performance requirements for an S and an R in the (1 + v)-chassis cluster
system with different values of v. In Table 6 and Table 7, a single chassis refers to a chassis.

[0142] According to the data communications system provided in the foregoing embodiment, the data communications
system including the type-C service chassis and the v type-D service chassis is provided. A central switching chassis
is removed. When the type-D service chassis is added, only the type-C service chassis and the type-D service chassis
are deployed. Therefore, a footprint of the data communications system is reduced. In addition, because the central
switching chassis is removed, there is no need to add an auxiliary hardware device, and power consumption and costs
are reduced. When the type-D service chassis is added in the system when the type-C service chassis is deployed, only
the type-D service chassis that is to be added connects to the type-C service chassis. There is no need to change
services on both the deployed type-C service chassis and the deployed type-D service chassis, or inter-chassis con-
nections between the deployed type-C service chassis and the deployed type-D service chassis. Therefore, the smooth
capacity expansion can be implemented.
[0143] FIG. 34 shows a data communications method applied to a data communications system according to an
embodiment of this application. The data communications system includes a first chassis and a second chassis. The
first chassis includes a first high-performance switching module and a first low-performance switching module. The
second chassis includes a second high-performance switching module and a second low-performance switching module.
The first high-performance switching module is connected to the second low-performance switching module. The first
low-performance switching module is connected to the second high-performance switching module. The first high-
performance switching module is configured to connect to a third low-performance switching module in a third chassis
that is to be added to the communications system. The second high-performance switching module is configured to
connect to a fourth low-performance switching module in the third chassis that is to be added to the communications
system. As shown in FIG. 34, the method provided in this embodiment of this application includes:

Table 6 Performance requirements for an S and an R in a (1 + v)-chassis cluster system

Quantity 
of type-C 
service 
chassis

Quantity 
of type-D 
service 
chassis

Quantity of 
Ss in a type-
C service 
chassis

Quantity of 
Rs in a type-
C service 
chassis

A performance 
requirement for an S 
in a type-C service 
chassis

Quantity of 
Rs in a type-
D service 
chassis

A performance 
requirement for an R 
in a type-D service 
chassis

1 v 1 0 (1 + v) times service 
performance of a 
single chassis

1 One time service 
performance of a 
single chassis

Table 7 Performance requirements for an S and an R in a (1 + v)-chassis cluster system with different values of v

Quantity 
of type-C 
service 
chassis

Quantity 
of type-D 
service 
chassis

Quantity of 
Ss in a type-
C service 
chassis

Quantity of 
Rs in a type-
C service 
chassis

A performance 
requirement for an 
S in a type-C 
service chassis

Quantity of 
Rs in a type- 
D service 
chassis

A performance 
requirement for an 
R in a type-D 
service chassis

m v 1 0 (1 + v) times 
performance of a 
single chassis

m One time 
performance of a 
single chassis

1 0 1 0 1 - -

1 1 1 0 2 1 1

1 2 1 0 3 1 1

1 3 1 0 4 1 1

1 4 1 0 5 1 1

... ... ... ... ... ... ...
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[0144] Step S341: The first high-performance switching module sends data received from the third low-performance
switching module to the second low-performance switching module, and the first high-performance switching module
sends data received from the second low-performance switching module to the third low-performance switching module.
[0145] Step S342: The second high-performance switching module sends data received from the fourth low-perform-
ance switching module to the first low-performance switching module, and the second high-performance switching
module sends data received from the first low-performance switching module to the fourth low-performance switching
module.
[0146] An execution sequence of the step S341 and the step S342 is not limited.
[0147] In an optional implementation, the first chassis further includes a first service forwarding module and a second
service forwarding module. The first service forwarding module and the second service forwarding module are configured
to communicate with a device outside the data communications system. The method provided in this embodiment further
includes the following steps:
[0148] Step 343: The first low-performance switching module sends data received from the first service forwarding
module to the second high-performance switching module.
[0149] Step S344: The first low-performance switching module sends data received from the second high-performance
switching module to the second service forwarding module.
[0150] The first chassis further includes a third service forwarding module and a fourth service forwarding module.
The third service forwarding module and the fourth service forwarding module are configured to communicate with the
device outside the data communications system. The method provided in this embodiment further includes the following
steps:
[0151] Step 345: The first high-performance switching module sends data received from the third service forwarding
module to the second low-performance switching module.
[0152] Step S346: The second low-performance switching module sends data received from the second high-per-
formance switching module to the fourth service forwarding module.
[0153] An execution sequence of the foregoing steps is not limited.
[0154] For example, for principles of modules in this embodiment, and a method principle of this embodiment, refer
to descriptions of the embodiments shown in FIG. 7 and FIG. 8.
[0155] FIG. 35 shows another data communications method applied to a data communications system according to
an embodiment of this application. The data communications system includes a first chassis and a second chassis. The
first chassis includes a first high-performance switching module and a first low-performance switching module. The
second chassis includes a second high-performance switching module and a second low-performance switching module.
The first high-performance switching module is connected to the second low-performance switching module. The first
low-performance switching module is connected to the second high-performance switching module. The first high-
performance switching module is configured to connect to a third low-performance switching module in a third chassis
that is to be added to the communications system. The second high-performance switching module is configured to
connect to a fourth low-performance switching module in the third chassis that is to be added to the communications
system. The data communications system further includes a fourth chassis. The fourth chassis includes a fifth low-
performance switching module and a sixth low-performance switching module. The first high-performance switching
module is connected to the fifth low-performance switching module. The second high-performance switching module is
connected to the sixth low-performance switching module. As shown in FIG. 35, the method provided in this embodiment
of this application includes:
[0156] Step S351: The first high-performance switching module sends data received from the third low-performance
switching module to the second low-performance switching module, and the first high-performance switching module
sends data received from the second low-performance switching module to the third low-performance switching module.
[0157] Step S352: The second high-performance switching module sends data received from the fourth low-perform-
ance switching module to the first low-performance switching module, and the second high-performance switching
module sends data received from the first low-performance switching module to the fourth low-performance switching
module.
[0158] Step 353: The first high-performance switching module sends data received from the fifth low-performance
switching module to the second low-performance switching module.
[0159] Step 354: The first high-performance switching module sends data received from the second low-performance
switching module to the fifth low-performance switching module.
[0160] An execution sequence of the step S351, the step S352, the step S353, and the step S354 is not limited.
[0161] For example, for principles of modules in this embodiment, and a method principle of this embodiment, refer
to descriptions of the embodiments shown in FIG. 9 to FIG. 18.
[0162] In an optional implementation, based on the embodiment shown in FIG. 34, the data communications system
further includes a fifth chassis, the fifth chassis includes a third high-performance switching module, a seventh low-
performance switching module, and an eighth low-performance switching module, the first chassis further includes a
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ninth low-performance switching module, and the second chassis further includes a tenth low-performance switching
module,
the third high-performance switching module is connected to the ninth low-performance switching module and the tenth
low-performance switching module, the first high-performance switching module is connected to the seventh low-per-
formance switching module, and the second high-performance switching module is connected to the eighth low-per-
formance switching module, and
the third high-performance switching module is configured to connect to an eleventh low-performance switching module
in the third chassis that is to be added to the communications system, and
the method provided in this embodiment of this application further includes:
[0163] Step S361: The third high-performance switching module sends data received from the eleventh low-perform-
ance switching module to one of the ninth low-performance switching module and the tenth low-performance switching
module, and sends data received from the one of the ninth low-performance switching module and the tenth low-
performance switching module to the eleventh low-performance switching module.
[0164] Step 362: The first high-performance switching module sends data received from the second low-performance
switching module to the seventh low-performance switching module.
[0165] Step 363: The first high-performance switching module sends data received from the seventh low-performance
switching module to the second low-performance switching module.
[0166] Step 364: The first high-performance switching module sends data received from the third low-performance
switching module to one of the second low-performance switching module and the seventh low-performance switching
module.
[0167] Step 365: The first high-performance switching module sends data received from the one of the second low-
performance switching module and the seventh low-performance switching module to the third low-performance switching
module.
[0168] An execution sequence of the foregoing steps is not limited.
[0169] Optionally, the data communications system further includes a sixth chassis. The sixth chassis includes a
twelfth low-performance switching module, a thirteenth low-performance switching module, and a fourteenth low-per-
formance switching module. The twelfth low-performance switching module is connected to the first high-performance
switching module. The thirteenth low-performance switching module is connected to the second high-performance switch-
ing module. The fourteenth low-performance switching module is connected to the third high-performance switching
module. The method provided in this embodiment of this application further includes:
[0170] Step 366: The first high-performance switching module sends data received from the twelfth low-performance
switching module to one of the second low-performance switching module and the seventh low-performance switching
module.
[0171] Step 367: The first high-performance switching module sends data received from the one of the second low-
performance switching module and the seventh low-performance switching module to the twelfth low-performance switch-
ing module.
[0172] An execution sequence of the foregoing steps is not limited.
[0173] For example, for principles of modules in this embodiment, and a method principle of this embodiment, refer
to descriptions of the embodiments shown in FIG. 19 to FIG. 23.
[0174] FIG. 36 shows another data communications method applied to a data communications system according to
an embodiment of this application. The data communications system includes a first chassis and a second chassis. The
first chassis includes a first high-performance switching module, a first service forwarding module, and a second service
forwarding module. The first service forwarding module and the second service forwarding module are configured to
communicate with a device outside the data communications system. The second chassis includes a first low-perform-
ance switching module. The first high-performance switching module is connected to the first low-performance switching
module. The first high-performance switching module is configured to connect to a second low-performance switching
module in a third chassis that is to be added to the communications system. The method provided in this embodiment
includes:
[0175] Step 371: The first high-performance switching module sends data received from the first service forwarding
module to the first low-performance switching module.
[0176] Step S372: The first high-performance switching module sends data received from the first low-performance
switching module to the second service forwarding module.
[0177] Step S373: The first high-performance switching module sends data received from the second low-performance
switching module to one of the first low-performance switching module, the first service forwarding module, and the
second service forwarding module.
[0178] Step S374: The first high-performance switching module sends data received from the one of the first low-
performance switching module, the first service forwarding module, and the second service forwarding module to the
second low-performance switching module.
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[0179] An execution sequence of the step S371 to the step S374 is not limited.
[0180] For example, for principles of modules in this embodiment, and a method principle of this embodiment, refer
to descriptions of the embodiments shown in FIG. 24 to FIG. 33.
[0181] It should be noted that a module S, a module R, and a module X in this application are merely logical abstract
concepts. In an engineering implementation, the foregoing modules may be subdivided, integrated, or cross-integrated
with reference to design requirements such as engineering implementability, and system reliability. For example, one
module S may be constructed by using one integrated circuit chip or circuit module, or one module S may be jointly
constructed by using a plurality of integrated circuit chips or circuit modules. One module R may be constructed by using
one integrated circuit chip or circuit module, or one module R may be jointly constructed by using a plurality of integrated
circuit chips or circuit modules. One module X may be constructed by using one integrated circuit chip or circuit module,
or one module X may be jointly constructed by using a plurality of integrated circuit chips or circuit modules. For example,
one or more modules S and/or one or more modules R are integrated into one integrated circuit chip or one circuit
module. For example, the module S uses a plurality of switching integrated circuit chips or circuit modules, and the
module Ruses one switching integrated circuit chip or circuit module. For example, one or more modules S, one or more
modules R, and/or one or more modules X are integrated into one integrated circuit chip or one circuit module. For
example, the module S or the module R uses a switching integrated circuit chip that has a plurality of serializer/deserializer
(serializer/deserializer, serdes) data channels, so that a to-be-switched data cell, cell header-based information, and
the like that meet a format requirement and that are input by any serdes data channel, are switched to the any serdes
data channel for output.
[0182] In this application, a switching destination is determined, for example, based on a cell header. The cell header
includes, for example, a destination identifier used to uniquely identify a destination module. The destination identifier
includes, for example, a chassis number, a slot number, and a service forwarding module number.
[0183] The inter-chassis interconnection interface and the intra-chassis interconnection interface in this application
include but are not limited to a printed circuit board (printed circuit board, PCB) interface, a cable interface, an optical
cable interface, a wireless interface, and the like. A connection medium used in the inter-chassis interconnection interface
and the intra-chassis interconnection interface includes but is not limited to a PCB, a cable, an optical cable, or the inter-
chassis interconnection interface and the intra-chassis interconnection interface are directly in a wireless connection,
or the like.
[0184] In this application, the S in the first-type chassis is designed, based on a preset solution, to reserve for a quantity
of interfaces used to gain access to the R in the second-type chassis. The preset solution includes a maximum quantity
of second-type chassis that can gain access to the communications system. The preset solution may be set based on
a cluster system scale, a network interconnection requirement, a performance requirement, and the like.
[0185] FIG. 37 is a schematic diagram of a structure of a multi-chassis cluster system in yet another data communi-
cations system according to an embodiment of this application. As shown in FIG. 37, the data communications system
provided in this embodiment of this application may be configured to perform actions or steps of the data communications
system in the embodiments shown in FIG. 7 and FIG. 8, may be configured to perform actions or steps of the data
communications system in the embodiments shown in FIG. 9 to FIG. 18, may be configured to perform actions or steps
of the data communications system of the device in the embodiments shown in FIG. 19 to FIG. 20, and may be configured
to perform actions or steps of the data communications system of the device in the embodiments shown in FIG. 21 to
FIG. 23. The data communications system provided in this embodiment of this application includes a first chassis A1
and a second chassis A2, and further provides a third chassis B1 that is to be added to the data communications system.
[0186] For each first chassis, each first chassis specifically includes a processor 2701a and a memory 2702a.
[0187] The memory 2702a is configured to store a computer program.
[0188] The processor 2701a is configured to execute the computer program stored in the memory 2702a, to perform
actions of the modules in the type-A service chassis in the embodiments shown in FIG. 7 to FIG. 23, or perform actions
or steps of the type-A service chassis in the embodiments shown in FIG. 34 to FIG. 35. Details are not described again.
[0189] Optionally, the first chassis may further include a bus 2703a. The processor 2701a and the memory 2702a
may be connected to each other through the bus 2703a. The bus 2703a may be a peripheral component interconnect
(peripheral component interconnect, PCI) bus, an extended industry standard structure (extended industry standard
architecture, EISA) bus, or the like. The bus 2703a may be classified into an address bus, a data bus, a control bus,
and the like. For ease of representation, only one thick line is used to represent the bus in FIG. 37, but this does not
mean that there is only one bus or only one type of bus.
[0190] For each second chassis, each second chassis specifically includes a processor 2701b and a memory 2702b.
[0191] The memory 2702b is configured to store a computer program.
[0192] The processor 2701b is configured to execute the computer program stored in the memory 2702b, to perform
actions of the modules in the type-B service chassis in the embodiments shown in FIG. 7 to FIG. 23, or perform actions
or steps of the type-B service chassis in the embodiments shown in FIG. 34 to FIG. 35. Details are not described again.
[0193] Optionally, the second chassis may further include a bus 2703b. The processor 2701b and the memory 2702b
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may be connected to each other through the bus 2703b. The bus 2703ba may be a PCI bus, an EISA bus, or the like.
The bus 2703b may be classified into an address bus, a data bus, a control bus, and the like. For ease of representation,
only one thick line is used to represent the bus in FIG. 37, but this does not mean that there is only one bus or only one
type of bus.
[0194] In the embodiments of this application, reference may be made to each other for the foregoing embodiments.
Same or similar steps and nouns are not described one by one again.
[0195] Some or all of the foregoing modules may alternatively be implemented in a form of an integrated circuit that
is embedded in a chip of an SMF entity. In addition, the modules may be separately implemented, or may be integrated
together. In other words, the modules may be configured as one or more integrated circuits for implementing the foregoing
method, for example, one or more application-specific integrated circuits (Application Specific Integrated Circuit, ASIC),
one or more microprocessors (digital signal processor, DSP), or one or more field programmable gate arrays (Field
Programmable Gate Array, FPGA).
[0196] FIG. 38 is a schematic diagram of a structure of a multi-chassis cluster system in still another data communi-
cations system according to an embodiment of this application. As shown in FIG. 38, the data communications system
provided in this embodiment of this application may be configured to perform actions or steps of the data communications
system in the embodiments shown in FIG. 24 to FIG. 33. The data communications system provided in this embodiment
of this application includes a first chassis C1 and a second chassis D1, and further provides a third chassis D2 that is
to be added to the data communications system.
[0197] The first chassis C1 is a type-C service chassis, and the second chassis D1 and the third chassis D2 are both
type-D service chassis.
[0198] For each type-C service chassis, each type-C service chassis specifically includes a processor 2801a and a
memory 2802a.
[0199] The memory 2802a is configured to store a computer program.
[0200] The processor 2801a is configured to execute the computer program stored in the memory 2802a, to perform
actions of the modules in the type-C service chassis in the embodiments shown in FIG. 24 to FIG. 33, or perform actions
or steps of the type-C service chassis in the embodiment shown in FIG. 36. Details are not described again.
[0201] Optionally, the type-C service chassis may further include a bus 2803a. The processor 2801a and the memory
2802a may be connected to each other through the bus 2803a. The bus 2803a may be a PCI bus, an EISA bus, or the
like. The bus 2803a may be classified into an address bus, a data bus, a control bus, and the like. For ease of repre-
sentation, only one thick line is used to represent the bus in FIG. 38, but this does not mean that there is only one bus
or only one type of bus.
[0202] For each type-D service chassis, each type-D service chassis specifically includes a processor 2801b and a
memory 2802b.
[0203] The memory 2802b is configured to store a computer program.
[0204] The processor 2801b is configured to execute the computer program stored in the memory 2802b, to perform
actions of the modules in the type-D service chassis in the embodiments shown in FIG. 24 to FIG. 33, or perform actions
or steps of the type-D service chassis in the embodiment shown in FIG. 36. Details are not described again.
[0205] Optionally, 24 to 33 may include a bus 2803b. The processor 2801b and the memory 2802b may be connected
to each other through the bus 2803b. The bus 2803ba may be a PCI bus, an EISA bus, or the like. The bus 2803b may
be classified into an address bus, a data bus, a control bus, and the like. For ease of representation, only one thick line
is used to represent the bus in FIG. 38, but this does not mean that there is only one bus or only one type of bus.
[0206] In the embodiments of this application, reference may be made to each other for the foregoing embodiments.
Same or similar steps and nouns are not described one by one again.
[0207] Some or all of the foregoing modules may alternatively be implemented in a form of an integrated circuit that
is embedded in a chip of a terminal device. In addition, the modules may be separately implemented, or may be integrated
together. In other words, the modules may be configured as one or more integrated circuits for implementing the foregoing
method, for example, one or more ASICs, one or more DSPs, or one or more FPGAs.
[0208] All or some of the foregoing embodiments may be implemented by using software, hardware, firmware, or any
combination thereof. When software is used to implement the embodiments, all or some of the embodiments may be
implemented in a form of a computer program product. The computer program product includes one or more computer
instructions. When the computer program instructions are loaded and executed on a computer, the procedure or functions
according to the embodiments of this application are all or partially generated. The computer may be a general-purpose
computer, a dedicated computer, a computer network, or other programmable apparatuses. The computer instructions
may be stored in a computer-readable storage medium, or may be transmitted from a computer-readable storage medium
to another computer-readable storage medium. For example, the computer instructions may be transmitted from a
website, computer, server, or data center to another website, computer, server, or data center in a wired (for example,
a coaxial cable, an optical fiber, or a digital subscriber line (digital subscriber line, DSL)) or wireless (for example, infrared,
radio, or microwave) manner. The computer-readable storage medium may be any usable medium accessible by a
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computer, or a data storage device, such as a server or a data center, integrating one or more usable media. The usable
medium may be a magnetic medium (for example, a floppy disk, a hard disk, or a magnetic tape), an optical medium
(for example, a DVD), a semiconductor medium (for example, a solid-state drive (solid state disk, SSD)), or the like.
[0209] A person skilled in the art should be aware that in the foregoing one or more examples, functions described in
the embodiments of this application may be implemented by hardware, software, firmware, or any combination thereof.
When the embodiments of this application is implemented by software, the foregoing functions may be stored in a
computer-readable medium or transmitted as one or more instructions or code in the computer-readable medium. The
computer-readable medium includes a computer storage medium and a communications medium. The communications
medium includes any medium that enables a computer program to be transmitted from one place to another. The storage
medium may be any available medium accessible to a general-purpose or dedicated computer.

Claims

1. A data communications system, comprising a first chassis and a second chassis, wherein
the first chassis comprises a first high-performance switching module and a first low-performance switching module;
the second chassis comprises a second high-performance switching module and a second low-performance switch-
ing module;
the first high-performance switching module is connected to the second low-performance switching module, and
the first low-performance switching module is connected to the second high-performance switching module;
the first high-performance switching module is configured to connect to a third low-performance switching module
in a third chassis that is to be added to the communications system, and the second high-performance switching
module is configured to connect to a fourth low-performance switching module in the third chassis that is to be added
to the communications system.

2. The data communications system according to claim 1, wherein the data communications system further comprises
a fourth chassis, and the fourth chassis comprises a fifth low-performance switching module and a sixth low-per-
formance switching module, and
the first high-performance switching module is connected to the fifth low-performance switching module, and the
second high-performance switching module is connected to the sixth low-performance switching module.

3. The data communications system according to claim 1, wherein the data communications system further comprises
a fifth chassis, the fifth chassis comprises a third high-performance switching module, a seventh low-performance
switching module, and an eighth low-performance switching module, the first chassis further comprises a ninth low-
performance switching module, and the second chassis further comprises a tenth low-performance switching module,
the third high-performance switching module is connected to the ninth low-performance switching module and the
tenth low-performance switching module, the first high-performance switching module is connected to the seventh
low-performance switching module, and the second high-performance switching module is connected to the eighth
low-performance switching module, and
the third high-performance switching module is configured to connect to an eleventh low-performance switching
module in the third chassis that is to be added to the communications system.

4. The data communications system according to claim 3, wherein the data communications system further comprises
a sixth chassis, and the sixth chassis comprises a twelfth low-performance switching module, a thirteenth low-
performance switching module, and a fourteenth low-performance switching module, and
the twelfth low-performance switching module is connected to the first high-performance switching module, the
thirteenth low-performance switching module is connected to the second high-performance switching module, and
the fourteenth low-performance switching module is connected to the third high-performance switching module.

5. The data communications system according to any one of claims 1 to 4, wherein the first chassis further comprises
a first service forwarding module and a second service forwarding module, the first service forwarding module and
the second service forwarding module are configured to communicate with a device outside the data communications
system, and the first low-performance switching module is configured to:

send data received from the first service forwarding module to the second high-performance switching module;
and
send data received from the second high-performance switching module to the second service forwarding
module.
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6. The data communications system according to any one of claims 1 to 5, wherein the first chassis further comprises
a third service forwarding module and a fourth service forwarding module, the third service forwarding module and
the fourth service forwarding module are configured to communicate with the device outside the data communications
system, and the first high-performance switching module is configured to:

send data received from the third service forwarding module to the second low-performance switching module;
and
send data received from the second low-performance switching module to the fourth service forwarding module.

7. The data communications system according to claim 1, wherein the first high-performance switching module is
configured to:

after the third chassis is added to the communications system, send data received from the third low-performance
switching module to the second low-performance switching module; and
after the third chassis is added to the communications system, send data received from the second low-per-
formance switching module to the third low-performance switching module.

8. The data communications system according to claim 2, wherein the first high-performance switching module is
configured to:

send data received from the fifth low-performance switching module to the second low-performance switching
module; and
send data received from the second low-performance switching module to the fifth low-performance switching
module.

9. The data communications system according to claim 3, wherein the first high-performance switching module is
configured to:

send data received from the second low-performance switching module to the seventh low-performance switch-
ing module;
send data received from the seventh low-performance switching module to the second low-performance switch-
ing module;
after the third chassis is added to the communications system, send data received from the third low-performance
switching module to one of the second low-performance switching module and the seventh low-performance
switching module; and
after the third chassis is added to the communications system, send data received from the one of the second
low-performance switching module and the seventh low-performance switching module to the third low-per-
formance switching module.

10. The data communications system according to claim 4, wherein the first high-performance switching module is
configured to:

send data received from the twelfth low-performance switching module to one of the second low-performance
switching module and the seventh low-performance switching module; and
send data received from the one of the second low-performance switching module and the seventh low-per-
formance switching module to the twelfth low-performance switching module.

11. A data communications system, comprising a first chassis and a second chassis, wherein
the first chassis comprises a first high-performance switching module, a first service forwarding module, and a
second service forwarding module, and the first service forwarding module and the second service forwarding
module are configured to communicate with a device outside the data communications system;
the second chassis comprises a first low-performance switching module;
the first high-performance switching module is connected to the first low-performance switching module;
the first high-performance switching module is configured to send data received from the first service forwarding
module to the first low-performance switching module, and send data received from the first low-performance switch-
ing module to the second service forwarding module; and
the first high-performance switching module is further configured to connect to a second low-performance switching
module in a third chassis that is to be added to the communications system.
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12. The data communications system according to claim 11, wherein the first high-performance switching module is
further configured to:

after the third chassis is added to the communications system, send data received from the second low-per-
formance switching module to one of the first low-performance switching module, the first service forwarding
module, and the second service forwarding module; and
after the third chassis is added to the communications system, send data received from the one of the first low-
performance switching module, the first service forwarding module, and the second service forwarding module
to the second low-performance switching module.

13. A data communications method applied to a data communications system, wherein the data communications system
comprises a first chassis and a second chassis, the first chassis comprises a first high-performance switching module
and a first low-performance switching module, the second chassis comprises a second high-performance switching
module and a second low-performance switching module, the first high-performance switching module is connected
to the second low-performance switching module, the first low-performance switching module is connected to the
second high-performance switching module, the first high-performance switching module is configured to connect
to a third low-performance switching module in a third chassis that is to be added to the communications system,
and the second high-performance switching module is configured to connect to a fourth low-performance switching
module in the third chassis that is to be added to the communications system, and the method comprises:

sending, by the first high-performance switching module, data received from the third low-performance switching
module to the second low-performance switching module, and sending, by the first high-performance switching
module, data received from the second low-performance switching module to the third low-performance switch-
ing module; and
sending, by the second high-performance switching module, data received from the fourth low-performance
switching module to the first low-performance switching module, and sending, by the second high-performance
switching module, data received from the first low-performance switching module to the fourth low-performance
switching module.

14. The method according to claim 13, wherein the data communications system further comprises a fourth chassis,
and the fourth chassis comprises a fifth low-performance switching module and a sixth low-performance switching
module; and
the first high-performance switching module is connected to the fifth low-performance switching module, and the
second high-performance switching module is connected to the sixth low-performance switching module.

15. The method according to claim 13, wherein the data communications system further comprises a fifth chassis, the
fifth chassis comprises a third high-performance switching module, a seventh low-performance switching module,
and an eighth low-performance switching module, the first chassis further comprises a ninth low-performance switch-
ing module, and the second chassis further comprises a tenth low-performance switching module,
the third high-performance switching module is connected to the ninth low-performance switching module and the
tenth low-performance switching module, the first high-performance switching module is connected to the seventh
low-performance switching module, and the second high-performance switching module is connected to the eighth
low-performance switching module, and
the third high-performance switching module is configured to connect to an eleventh low-performance switching
module in the third chassis that is to be added to the communications system, and
the method further comprises:
sending, by the third high-performance switching module, data received from the eleventh low-performance switching
module to one of the ninth low-performance switching module and the tenth low-performance switching module,
and sending data received from the one of the ninth low-performance switching module and the tenth low-performance
switching module to the eleventh low-performance switching module.

16. The method according to claim 15, wherein the data communications system further comprises a sixth chassis, and
the sixth chassis comprises a twelfth low-performance switching module, a thirteenth low-performance switching
module, and a fourteenth low-performance switching module, and
the twelfth low-performance switching module is connected to the first high-performance switching module, the
thirteenth low-performance switching module is connected to the second high-performance switching module, and
the fourteenth low-performance switching module is connected to the third high-performance switching module.
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17. The method according to any one of claims 13 to 16, wherein the first chassis further comprises a first service
forwarding module and a second service forwarding module, the first service forwarding module and the second
service forwarding module are configured to communicate with a device outside the data communications system,
and the method further comprises:

sending, by the first low-performance switching module, data received from the first service forwarding module
to the second high-performance switching module; and
sending, by the first low-performance switching module, data received from the second high-performance switch-
ing module to the second service forwarding module.

18. The method according to any one of claims 13 to 17, wherein the first chassis further comprises a third service
forwarding module and a fourth service forwarding module, the third service forwarding module and the fourth service
forwarding module are configured to communicate with the device outside the data communications system, and
the method further comprises:

sending, by the first high-performance switching module, data received from the third service forwarding module
to the second low-performance switching module; and
sending, by the second low-performance switching module, data received from the second high-performance
switching module to the fourth service forwarding module.

19. The method according to claim 14, wherein the method further comprises:

sending, by the first high-performance switching module, data received from the fifth low-performance switching
module to the second low-performance switching module; and
sending, by the first high-performance switching module, data received from the second low-performance switch-
ing module to the fifth low-performance switching module.

20. The method according to claim 15, wherein the method further comprises:

sending, by the first high-performance switching module, data received from the second low-performance switch-
ing module to the seventh low-performance switching module;
sending, by the first high-performance switching module, data received from the seventh low-performance
switching module to the second low-performance switching module;
sending, by the first high-performance switching module, data received from the third low-performance switching
module to one of the second low-performance switching module and the seventh low-performance switching
module; and
sending, by the first high-performance switching module, data received from the one of the second low-per-
formance switching module and the seventh low-performance switching module to the third low-performance
switching module.

21. The method according to claim 16, wherein the method further comprises:

sending, by the first high-performance switching module, data received from the twelfth low-performance switch-
ing module to one of the second low-performance switching module and the seventh low-performance switching
module; and
sending, by the first high-performance switching module, data received from the one of the second low-per-
formance switching module and the seventh low-performance switching module to the twelfth low-performance
switching module.

22. A data communications method applied to a data communications system, wherein the data communications system
comprises a first chassis and a second chassis, the first chassis comprises a first high-performance switching
module, a first service forwarding module, and a second service forwarding module, the first service forwarding
module and the second service forwarding module are configured to communicate with a device outside the data
communications system, the second chassis comprises a first low-performance switching module, the first high-
performance switching module is connected to the first low-performance switching module, the first high-performance
switching module is configured to connect to a second low-performance switching module in a third chassis that is
to be added to the communications system, and the method comprises:
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sending, by the first high-performance switching module, data received from the first service forwarding module
to the first low-performance switching module;
sending, by the first high-performance switching module, data received from the first low-performance switching
module to the second service forwarding module;
sending, by the first high-performance switching module, data received from the second low-performance switch-
ing module to one of the first low-performance switching module, the first service forwarding module, and the
second service forwarding module; and
sending, by the first high-performance switching module, data received from the one of the first low-performance
switching module, the first service forwarding module, and the second service forwarding module to the second
low-performance switching module.
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